


10" CONTRACTOR TABLE SAWS 
Willi .lrirt. Krtlf• 

• Motor 1 ., HP or 2HP, 110V/220V, s1ngle-phase 
• Prec1s1on-ground cast iron tabla wmgs· 27'0 x 44 W 
• Arbor 'lo' 
• Arbor speed 4200 RPM 
• Table helght35Yo' 
• Footpnnt 26'W x 26't•'D 
• Capac1ty: 

3 0 90 . 
u. 45 

• Alp CIPICity: 
36' R, 12 L 

• Approx 
sh1ppong weogh 
3281bs (G07131 
3381bs (G0661 1 

8" JOINTERS 

• Motor. 3 HP. 220V, smgle-phase, TEFC 
• Precosoon-ground cast 1ron table s1ze : 9" 

X 72h" 
• Max 

depth 
of cut W 

• Max rabbeting 
depth. ~· 

• Cutterhead d11 • 3" 
• Cutterhead speed 

5000 RPM (G0656P) 
5350 RPM 
(G0656PXI 

• Cuts per mmute 20,000 (G0656P) 
• Cuts per mmute 21,400 (G0656PX) 
• Approx. sh1ppmg wetght 500 lbs 
WITB 4 Ill IPI CtJTTEitBIAD 

G0656P 0 LY $825° 
WITB PIIAL CtJTTI!UIAD 

G0656PX ONLY 1225 

14" DELUXE HANDSAW 

• Motor. 1 HP. TEFC. 110V/ 220V, 
smgle-phase (preWJred 110V) 

• Amps 11 at 110V, 55 at 220V 
' Blade SIZI 93 ~z' long 

(''•'- y,• WJde) 
• CuttJng cap/throat. 13'1>" 
• Max cuttmg height 6 
• Overall s1za· 

67'.-H x 27'W x 3()'0 
• Footpnnt 23''•· x 16''•' 
• Table he1ght above floor. 43" 
• Table tilt 45' nght, 10' left 
• Approx. shoppmg wetght 2461bs. 

((!· 
c us 

175370 

10" HYBRID TABLE SAW 
K7tJo • 1 lrt• Krtlf• 

• Motor· 2 HP,110V 220V, s10gle·phase 
• Prec1soon-ground cast oron table SIZe w/ wmgs : 

27' x 40 • Atbor ~· 
• Arbor speed 3850 RPM 
• Capacoty 

3 0 90". 

BEAUTIFUL 
WHITE COLOR! 

2 0 45 

~ c us 
232157 

G0715P 0 . 'LY 7950 

15" PLANERS 

• Motor. 3 HP 220V, smgle-phase 
• Precosoon-ground cast r!~~~'~ 

oron table soze: 15" x 20' • • 
• Mon. stock th1ckness ,.. 
• Mon stock length: 8" 
• Max cuttJng depth:~· 
• Feed rate 

16 FPM & 30 FPM 
• Cutterhead speed· 

5000 RPM 
• Approx. sh1ppmg wetght 

6621bs (G0453P) 
666 1bs IG0453PX) 

WITB 3 I..'I'IFI! CtJTT!IBIAD 

G0453P 0 . LY $1095-
'nr• PIIAL CtJTTI!UUD 

G0453PX o. LY $1695 

14" HANDSAW 

• Motor. 1 HP, TEFC, 110V / 220V 
s1ngle-phase, 1725 RPM 

• 4' dust pon 
• CuttJng capacity/throat 13Yz" 
• Max. cuttJng height 6' 
• Overall s1ze 

66'1z"H X 26 fo'W X 3()!,'0 
• Prec1s1on-ground cast 1ron table 

Slze14"x 14" 
• Table height 43'' • 
• T1lt 45' A. 10' L 
• Fence construction: Deluxe 

extruded elum1num 
• Blede speeds. 1500 & 3200 FPM 
• Blade s1ze 92'1z • 93''•" 

Wo" to '•" w1de) 
• Approx. sh1pp1ng wetght 1961bs. 

G0555P o. LY 525 79 r 
... ....:?.:! 

12 BABY DRUM SANDERS 

C I CIIZZLY CltEEN COLOI 

G0459 ILY 595 0 
POLU I • D.UZLC'C WBm COLOit 

G0459P . u 595° 

20 PLANER 

G0454 iLY 1650 

Gl029Z2P o 'I 325 

~ I·BOOs5~3-4777 grizzly.com" ~6""'· 764PAGEs 
W!111 13WOODM - "" ' ~ HUGE SELECTION OF 

•moonJIIICDI( TECHNICAl SERVICE : 570-546-9663 FAX: 800-438-5901 . ' HIGH QUALITY 
ntii'UOIK10UI- MACHINES & TOOLS 

15460R 3 GREAT SHOWROOMS! BELLINGHAM, WA MUNCY, PA SPRINGFIELD, MO AT INCREDIBLE PRICES 
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20 Shop Helper: Pipe-clamp Risers 
24 Weekend Project: Coat and Hat Hanger 
28 Dust-collecting Tool Stand 

No need to drag a dust collector to your tools; 
it's built right into this handy stand. 

34 Traditional Bed 
The first of a fabulous five-piece bedroom suite. 

42 Sofa Server 
46 Raised Planter Box 

Stand tall when you weed or harvest plantings. 
54 Timber-frame Mailbox 

learn old-school methods using contemporary tools. 
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16 Protect Yourself with a Shop Inventory 
SO Simple and Strong: Loose-tenon Joinery 

learn this method and you may never make 
mortise-and-tenon joints any other way. 
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These models pack enough punch to 
pull a small-shop central system. 
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Th! WOOfJ magazine difference: 
We build every project, verify every fact, and test 
!Very reviewed tool in our workshop to guarante! 

your success and complete satisfaction. 
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On our website 
woodmagazine.com 

IT'S ALL ABOUT SAVING TIME 
Forget about sleep; with the switch 
to Daylight Saving Time, most of us 
lose a precious hour of shop time! 
That makes these free tips even 
more valuable this time ofthe year: 
• Glue-up tricks 

_ e.c .. .. e ,..s 
• When to skip the sealer 

11. z c J nd sealer 
• Fit joints faster 

.COl ono 0 • 

·One-setup half-lap jig 
'e synalf ps 

• Timely tips delivered daily 
~s 

JOIN THE GUILD, GET A FREE DVD, 
EXPERT VIDEOS, AND MORE! 

Our partnership with WoodWorkers Guild of 
America brings you expert woodworking 
videos viewable any time, anywhere, on your 
computer, tablet, or smartphone. Upgrade to 
a premium membership and you'll have 
unlimited access to: 
... exclusive tip and technique videos 
... DVD-Iength woodworking how-to videos 
... 10% member discount at the WOOD Store 
... hundreds of online articles, and more! 
Sign up for a premium membership at 
go.wwgoa.com/freedvd before May 21, 
2013, and we'll give you the DVD shown plus 
$10 off your next purchase at the WOOD Store. 

Magazine 

QUESTIONS ASKED, 
QUESTIONS ANSWERED 

Share your shop-won wisdom with other woodworkers
or post a puzzler for the community to solve-when you visit 

Ask WOOD• Online at woodmagazine.com/askwood. Remember, it 
takes a village to grow great woodworkers, so stop by and help a brother out. 

Ask WOOD 
Presented by UJ•,~H-t' 

2 WOOD m1g1zlne May 2013 
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Editor's Angle 

Winter '13 post script 
A

fter Winter Storm Draco blasted across the U.S. late 
last year (we're naming snowstorms now?), I noticed 
my mailbox at the curb tilting at an awkward angle. It 

seems that 12" of slushy snow, when propelled by the blade 
of a snowplow, possesses enough force to snap a 4x4 
mailbox post like a fresh garden-grown green bean. 

It saddened me a bit because the little wooden house 
surrounding the steel mailbox, below, was a project I did 
with my now college-age son, Colby, back in his Cub Scout 
days. (And because it meant adding "replace mailbox" to my 
already too long honey-do list.) 

But there are no problems, only opportunities, so the next 
time Colby heads home for a few days, we're planning to hit 
the shop to build a new mailbox, just like we did umpteen 
years ago. I'm thinking the timber-frame mailbox on page 54 
looks like a suitable (and more sturdy) replacement. 

Make your bed. On page 34 of this issue, you'll find 
complete plans for a traditional bed, the first of a five-piece 
suite that we'll be sharing with you over the next few issues. 
The set also includes a dresser, nightstand, lingerie chest, 
and a blanket chest. Design Editor john Olson built them 
all from affordable poplar, and customized the stain to 
mimic the rich look of cherry. Don't worry, we'll share 
John's finishing formula with you. 

Speaking of sharing, whenever you complete a project, 

· . 
I 

woodmagazlne.com 

how about snapping a quick 
photo? Then post it on our 

Facebook (facebook. 
com 'woodmagazine) or 

gallery (wood magazine 
com gallerv), or e-mail it 
to me. I'd love to see 
your work. • 

See you in the shop! 

Dave Campbell 
dave.campbell@meredith.com 

Photo: Colby C~~mpbell 
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Sounding Board Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates 

Holy woodworking projects! 
Reader ''altars" WOOD· magazine's seating bench plan 
When asked to make new altars for my church, I quickly found a plan I could modify 
to fit the task perfectly-the seating bench in issue 212 Quly 2012) of WOOD 
magazine. To keep the eye-pleasing proportions while changing this seating into 
"standipg," I scaled up the plans by 30 percent, made the end panels from 1"-thick 
oak instead of 314", added a blind mortise to the stretcher joints, and covered the screw 
heads in the end panel with an inlaid cherry cross instead of plugs. 

You can download the seating 
bench plan for a small fee at 
woodma..;azillt.com1 ~eatin'?beltclt. 

-WOOD Editors 

Monks put WOOD jigs to use 

-Joseph Sanger. St. Louis 

For years, WOOD magazine has exchanged friendly letters with the monks at Saint 
Gregory PaJamas Monastery in Etna, California. Despite belonging to a cloistered 
monastery and being very private, they've occasionally shared photos of their 
woodworking projects, including this iconostasis, which they built for a small 
parish near San Diego. (An iconostasis, or temp/on, is a screen with icons attached 
to it, separating the altar from the nave-or central part-of the church. In the 
Orthodox Church, it symbolizes the border between the spiritual realm and the 
world as we know it.) We found it so stunning, we asked the monks if we could 
share it with our readers, and they agreed. The monks used WOOD's fluting jig 
(November 2008, issue 187), hinge-mortising jig (April 2001, issue 132), and fairing 
stick Qune/July 2003, issue 149) during the building process. 

The monks built the iconostasis from MDF with wood inserts at the door-hinge locations, stained it, and 
applied several coats of water-based varnish to give it a high gloss. 

4 

When buying supplies, 
keep it local 
I read with interest your article "Tips 
and Tricks from One-Man Pro Shops", 
issue 215 (November 2012). Although 
I picked up some good pointers for my 
small shop, I was dismayed to read 
Matt Seiler's suggestion to buy supplies 
and tools on the Internet. 

Your neighborhood lumberyard, 
hardware store, and home center all 
support the local infrastructure and 
rely on the support of their customers 
to keep their doors open. And, unlike 
most websites, they have personnel on 
hand to answer your questions and 
help you find what you need. 

-Rick Roehl, Montpelier. Ohio 

Bandsaw bites the bullet 
While resawing a log from an elm tree 
I'd cut down, my bandsaw began acting 
up, wavering and straying from the 
straight line it'd been cutting. A quick 
check showed that everything was still 
adjusted correctly on the saw. But a 
closer inspection of the workpiece 
revealed something I never would have 
expected to find: a copper-jacketed 
.45-caliber bullet cut almost through its 
exact center. • 

-Gary Saddoris, West Des Moines, Iowa 

Scanning boards-especially those harvested from 
"found" wood-with a metal detector will help you 
avoid surprises such as this bullet, fencing, or nails 
before they can damage a tool. 

WOOD magazine May 2013 



TRACK SAW 
• Motor 120V, 9A. 11 00 waH, 5500 RPM 
• Blade diameter: 160mm (6/4') 
• CuH1ng capoc1ty· 

With track· PY'J2' @ 90", FY'1e' @ 45" 
Without track: 2l32' @ 90", 1 %" @ 45" 

14" BANDSAW 
• 1 HP, 11 OV/22CN 
• Precision ground cost iron table 

measures 14 • x 14 • x 1lh' 
• Blade Size 93'h' 

(W toW Wide) 
• Culling capaCity 13lh' (throat) 
• Cost iron frame ond wheels 
• Boll bearing blade gUides 
• Includes fence ond mitre gauge 

Feature packed, and 
32 Track Saw an incredible ~·alue 

Track not included 

5 HP SPINDLE SHAPER 
• Motor: 5 HP, 220V, s1ngle-phose, 

25A. 3450 RPM 
• Precision ground cost iron table 

measures 35'h' x 28' x 2o/1e' f 
• Spindle travel: 3W 
• Spindle sizes. W, 

• Spindle capacity· 4W, 
4%', 5Va' 

-
04362 Guide Rails 04363 Accessory Pack W1706 14" Bandsaw ~ ¢v W1827 5 HP Spindle Shaper 

10" TABLE SAWS with Riving Knife 
• 3 HP, 220V, single-phose motor 
• Cost iron table size: 

27' x 40/.' (W1819) 53%" w/extension, 

(W1820) 74' w/extension) 
• Max. np capacity: (W1819) 29W, 

(W1 820) 50' 

• camlock fence c=]r~E§~~~~~ 
with HOPE face 

Frtt 10" 
rbiJt-Tippt'd Bladt' 

W1819 lO"Table Saw 

SLIDING TABLE and ROUTER TABLE 
ATTACHMENTS for Wl819 & Wl820 

W1821 
SUDING TABLE 
ATTACHMENT 
• lndustnol grade 

W1822 
ROUTER TABlE 
ATTACHMENT 

SA or 
CLUDED 

• Prec1s1on-ground cost 
onod1zed olummum 1ron table s1ze 
table size 47' x 9' 27' x 20' 

OSCILLATING BENCHTOP 
SPINDLE SANDER 

• h HP, 12CN, single-phose, 3.5A 
• Table size· 15' L x lllh' w 
• 58 Oscillollons per m1nute 
• Stroke length o/a' 
• 2000 RPM 

(lh' spindle) 

W1820 1 0" Table Saw w/ long Ext. Table • Mox cross cut. 48 • Umversol rou er mount W1831 Oscillating Benchtop Spindle Sander 

OUTSTANDING SHOP FOXe DUST COLLECTORS 
PORTABLE CYCLONE WALL DUST COLLECTOR 3-SPEED HANGING AIR 

Onlr "'0'/.. " 
Tall! 

J'lPP'181!~ FILTER 
• Motor 1 h HP, 11 OV/220V, pre-wired 

11 OV, smgle-phose 
• Motor 1 HP, 

110V/220V, 
single-phose 

.. • Motor. /a HP, 120V, 60Hz, 1A 

• CFM 806 
smgle-phose 

• Filter 2.0 micron, pleated 
• Air flow· 260, 362, and 409 CFM 

• 20 gal. steel collection drum with casters 

• Inlet. 6' (or 4' x 2' With included Y) 

• Maximum static pressure: 10.4' 
• Includes remote control 

• Air SUCtiOn 
capacity. 537 CFM 

• Bog copoc1ty· 2 
cubic feet 

• Outer filter 5 0 micron 

• Inner filter· 1 0 m1cron 

'l 

• Standard bag 
filtration: 2 5 m1cron IHCUJDEST R 

u 
W1823 11h HP Portable Cyclone Oust Collector 

• Stolle pressure: 7 2 ' 
1826 Wall Dust Collector W1830 Hanging Air Filter 

WOODSTOCK INTERNATIONAL, INC. IS ALSO HOME TO PRO-STICK•, PLANER PAL•, JOINTER PAL•, AND MANY OTHER FINE BRANDS. 

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBS 'TE OR CALL TOLL FREE TO F ' UTHOR ZED DE LER EAR YOU. 

SHOPFOX.BIZ ~~ 1-800-840-8420 
sale s " shopfo x.biz WHOLESALE ONLy ~i '>IHW t ox ' ',,, ,., ,, ,• ""'' ''""' '"' ""' ·' 1 •. • ,. ·' 1 · 
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Shop TipS Helping you work smarter. faster. and safer 

Angle finder becomes dead-on height indicator 
When setting up my router table for 
cutting half-lap joints, I figured out a 
quick and reliable way to adjust router 
bit height with more accuracy than 
eyeballing it against a rule. 

I needed to raise the router bit Vs" 
above the table, so I laid a 3/s" twist drill 
bit on the router table and rested a flat 
piece of scrap atop both bits, as shown. 
After placing an electronic angle finder 
on the router table and zeroing the 
scale, I placed the finder on the scrap 
and raised the router bit until the angle 
finder read zero. 

- Lester Borja, Lansing, Ill. 

HAVE A 
000-WORTHY 

TIP? 
Tell us how you've solved a workshop 

stumper.lf we print your tip, you'll receive up 
to S 150. And, if the idea garners Top Shop Tip 
honors, we'll also reward you with a tool prize 

from Jet Tools worth at least $300! 
Send your best ideas, along with photos 

or drawings and contact info, to 
or 

Shop Tips, WOOD ruguine, 1716 Locust 
St., LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023. 

• 

Electronic angle finder '--------

For sending this issue's Top Shop Tip, 
Lester receives the Jet 1ll1VS lathe 

worth$800. 

We chose our favorite Shop Tip; 
now choose yours! Vote online now at 

Raise or lower router bit until 
angle finder reads o.o·. 

f .. 

Win woodworking machines 
worth more than $5,000 

from Jet Tools! 
Go online today, and you could be 
enjoying all of the Jet machines shown at 
left by the end of this summer! Visit 

o "' c rn s 
to sign up. Enter every day, if you like, 
to increase your chances of winning! Because we try to publish original tips, 

please send yours only to wooo• magazine. 
Sorry, submitted materials can't be returned. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ElffiR OR WIN SYbj<ct to Ollicial Rutosot www.woodmogallnt.comf)Otd,.anwnodunos. Tho Jot Dream Madlono Gl'if~ 

bogonut 12:01 vn.a on01107i13 ond ends at 1159p.m. a on6/26113. Open to legal rosodenuo(tho SOUnotod States. indtho Oostrocto(Columboa. 21 yoanoroldor. 
Umot ont {1) entry por porson and por ornail address por day. Vood whet• prol>ol•ted. Sponsor: Morodoth Corporabon. 

6 continued on page 8 



INTRODUCING THE 
NEW 1221VS LATHE 

60-3600RPM 
VARIABLE SPEED 

FORWARD TO 
REVERSE 
SMOOTH TRANSITION 

DIGITAL 
READOUT 

RAPID 
BELT CHANGES 

• --~ 

SEE THE VIDEO AT -~ 
JETTOOLS.COM/1221VS ~ 



C I TELLI AND Technology 
auto-regulates conveyor, 
preventing burning or 
damaging tock 

C Extra wide conveyor to 
properly support tock 
over 19" wide 

C Heavy-duty ca t iron 
construction for strength, 
rigidity and reduced vibration 

C Ea ie t acces to abra ive 
fa tener of any drum ander 
on the market 

SuperMaxTools.com I 888.454.340 I 

Let your passion for wood lead 
you into a new business with a 
Furniture Medic franchise. 

• Extensive training 
• Low initial investment 
• Financing available 

800-230-2360 
furnituremedicfranchise.com 

2011 Furniture Medic limittd Pirt.nfiship. 
All rights reservtd. 

FURNITURE MEDIC 

Shop Tips 

Use dowel centers to find centers of dowels 
Marking the exact center of a dowel, especially one with a 
small diameter, can be tricky. To pinpoint dead center each 
time, try this jig. 

First, in a piece of 3/i"-thick stock, use Forstner bits to drill 
a series of Ys"-deep holes that match the size of your dowels. 
Drill a centered W' hole through the dimple made by the 
Forstner bit's center point. 

To use the jig, insert a 1/i" dowel center (no. 42341, $6.99 
for an 8-pack, 800-279-4441, rockler.com) in each hole, 
point up. Fit the end of a dowel into the appropriate-sized 
hole and press the dowel into the jig or tap it with a mallet. 
The resulting dimple clearly marks the dowel's center. 

-Len Urban, Rancho Mirage, Calif. 

l!a • -deep hole 
matching dowel diameter 

v..· through holes 

Pop in a liner to eliminate cup cleanup 
A high-volume, low-pressure (HVLP) spray unit works great 
for finishing projects, but it takes just as long to clean up 
after spraying a small project as it does for big ones. Here's a 
way to cut down on cleanup time for small jobs, and all you 
have to do is take a break and grab a soda. 

Carefully cut the top off a clean, empty soda can, and 
drop it into your HVLP sprayer's fluid cup. Fill the can 
partially with finish. Keep the cup upright while spraying. 
When done, toss the soda can-no cup to clean up! 

-Rud Vrbanic, Indiana, Pa. 

8 WOOD magazine May 2013 



Perfect power-strip hanging trick 
Lining up protruding screwheads with the keyhole mount
ing slots on the back of a power strip can be a frustrating 
trial-and-error process. Here's a foolproof trick that works 
the first time: Lay a piece of paper over the back of the 
power strip and, using the side of a pencil lead, make a 
rubbing of the slots to create a template. 

With your pencil, punch a hole through the template 
where the screws would go. Now tape the template to 
the mounting location and drive screws through the 
template holes. 

- Serge Duclos, De/son, Que. 

Tape paper in 
desired location, 
"rubbed" side in, 
and mark holes. 

Pencil rubbing of 
mounting-hole locations 

--------------------------------------------

Get a FREE Daily Shop Tip 
at 

woodmagazine.com/tips 

continued on page 10 
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fin ..... 

:C':now 
I quiet operation. 

Buih to last a 
lifetime. 

See our complete 
line of V-Systems 
at www.oneida
air.com 

Ductwork and svstems 
Complete line of 1.5 · 20hp systems 
and components. Free design 
consultation. 
Free shipping on ductwork orders of $300+ I 
48 states I Some restrictions apply. 



If you 've burned with a steel drum, 
you know the problems: 
• Poor circulation won't allow debris to 

burn completely. 
• Flying embers can ignite surrounding 

combustibles (like barns and houses) . 
• Drums are heavy and fill with rain . 
• Eventually, the drum will rust. 

Now Eliminating Your Yard and Household 
Combustible Waste Couldn't be Easier! 

• Cleaner more efficient fires. Perforated lid and 
sidewalls maximize airflow and trap burning 
embers. High burn temperatures mean thorough 
incineration with less residue and ash. 

• lightweight, portable and folds for easy storage. 

g 
)( 

~ • Peace of Mind. It 's the 
SAFE way to burn. ·---------SPECIAL OFFER 

Order the Bum-Cage"' Today! 
1~~~ 1-800-657-1008 

Wood Magazine Readers 

~~0zl@g 
Use the phone number 
or URL at left to save 

$70 off list price! www.drpower.com/wood L_.::::::...._:;;::...._ ___________________ ,. --------- • 

Shop Tips 

This magnetic grabber 
is a real pickup artist 
It happens to all of us: A small 
fastener or tool falls off the work
bench and rolls to a hard-to-reach 
spot. Getting down on your hands 
and knees to recover the lost object 
gets tiresome. To make the recovery 
process quick and painless, build 
this simple magnetic grabber using a 
hardwood dowel, a pill bottle, and a 
handful of rare-earth magnets. 

Cut the end of the dowel at a 15° 
angle, screw the pill-bottle lid to its 
end, drop rare-earth magnets inside 
the pill bottle, and tighten the 
bottle to the lid. Now retrieve 
those missing parts without 
bending a knee. 
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- Mark Parenti, Oak Paint, Texas 

Hardwood 
dowel 
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Stair risers make 
storage wiser 
Stumped for space in my basement 
shop, I literally stumbled upon a 
solution. My basement stairs don't 
have risers, so I installed drawers in 
the open spaces below the treads 
to add storage space. To save some 
dough, instead of investing in 
spendy drawer hardware, I ripped 
2x4 stock into narrow strips and 
mounted them to the inside of the 
staircase as drawer supports. 

-Eric Boland, Batavia, N.Y. 

Need to stir stain? Go nuts! 
When stirring up a can of stain 
that's been sitting for a while, a stick 
gets messy and tends to bring up, 
not break up, chunks of pigment in 
the bottom of the can. Taking an 
idea from the book of aerosol spray 
cans, I tossed a few steel hex nuts 
into the can, snapped the lid back 
on, and shook it. It works great! 

-John Cusimano, Lansdale, Po. 

Hex nuts 

STAIH 

continued on page 12 
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Never needs sharpening! 
Featuring ergonomic rubber-molded handles, pre-sharpened 
carbide cutter heads and a stable flattened, stainless steel 
shank, these tools make turning easier and more rewarding. 
Just rotate the carbide head when cutter seems dull, and 
you'll be creating crisp cuts and ribbon-like shavings ... not 
to mention impressive projects. Mini Carbide Turning Tools
helping you to Create with Confidence. 

Place your order at Rockler.com by entering 
promotion code 472 at checkout or call 1-800-279-4441 . 
Free shipping offer cannot be applied to previous orders or combined with other 
promotions including Professional Catalog orders. Not valid at Rockier Retail Stores 
or Independent Resellers. Special shipping charges may still apply for Express. lnterna· 
tiona!, Alaska, Hawaii, and heavy/oversize 1tems. 

Three Piece Set 
(4S142) $189.99 
Individual tools 
are sold for 
$69.99 

~ For a store near you or free catalog visit Rockler.com j1-877-ROCKLER 

Materials code: 472 



leam new skills 1ro01 
•rid-class woodworkers. 

Weekend With 
May 17-19, 2013 

Tuition: $525 
Attendance limited to the first 200 registrants! 

Learn more and register at 

Shop Tips 

Welding magnet solves 
hose-holding problem 
To hold a shop-vacuum hose on 
target on your drill press, simply 
attach a welding magnet (no. 1939, 

5.99, 800-423-2567, harborfreight. 
com) to the drill-pre column. Then, 
secure the vac hose to it u ing a 
rubber-band retainer like the one 
hown below. 

-Serge Duclos, De/son, Que. 

Get a FREE 
Daily Shop Tip 

at 
oodmagazine.com/tips 
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Penn Sta e Industries 
Top Quality, Great Prices and Expert Advice! 

1-SOQ-377-7297 • www.pennstateind.com 

Bolt action handle 
smoothly advances 
and retracts the refill! 

Exclusively at 
Penn State Industries. 
Patent Pending 

''W o\V! You Made a Bolt Action Pen?'' 
Discover the joy of making this completely original and irresistibly 
fun Bolt Action pen, a gift that will be hard for any hunting or 
target-shooting enthusiast to put down. 

Completely Authentic 
Every detail, from the one of a kind bolt-action mechanism to the 
precision-engineered components, was carefully designed to 
ensure uniqueness and reliability. The realistic bolt-action handle 
smoothly advances and retracts to securely lock the refill in place. 
Includes a bolt-action rifle clip and replica 30 caliber cartridge and 
rose gold tip for added authenticity. 

Easy to Make 
So easy to make wit h a 3/8" tube, no one will believe you made 
something of this quality in 15 minutes. Requires mandrel, bushings 
(Item #PKCP3000BU $5.95) & 3/8" drill bit (Item #PKEXEC-3/8 $3.95) 

Our Customers Love Their Bolt Action Pens! 
Rod R. of VA wrote, "This pen kit is Awesome - I LOVE IT! 

Daryell . of TN wrote, "I am extremely delighted with this pen. 
71te look and feel is remarkable and the craftsmanship is perfect. 
T1tis already has become my best selling ink pen. " 

Choose our Original or New Mini Bolt Action Pens! 
Our best selling Original Bolt Action Pens are available in four 
top·quality finishes. Our New Mini Bolt Action pens are available 
in two finishes, are only 4"1ong and feature the same authentic 
stylng and use the same accessories as the original. 

Easy to start with a FREE DVO! A $20.95 Value! 
Our FREE 45 minute instructional pen making DVD is packed with 
all of the info you need to start making pens. Order Item #DVD. 

Original Bolt Action Pens 

;....-... ::::. "'!~'* ....-........ .... 

Black Enamel & Gun Metal shown with facing clip 

Chrome 
Gun Metal 
24kt Gold 
Black Enamel 

Item I 1-4 5-24 
#PKCP8010 $12.95 $12.05 
IPKCP8020 $12.95 $12.05 
IPKCPSOOO $14.95 $13.95 
t PKCP8030 $13.95 $13.05 

3 Bolt Action Pen Kit Starter Pack 

25-49 
$11.15 
$11.15 
$12.95 
$12.15 

You get one pen in Chrome, one in Gun Metal and one 
in 24kt Gold plus the Bushing Set and 3/8" Drill Bit 
#PKCPBAPAK SAVE $8 Only $42.75 SAVE 16% 

Mini in Gun Metal 

Mini in 24ktGold 

Gun Metal 
24ktGold 

Item I 
IPKCP8220 
t PKCP8200 

1-4 
$10.95 
$12.95 

5-24 
$9.95 
$11 .95 

25-49 
$9.45 
$11 .15 

50+ 
$10.25 
$1015 
$11 .95 
$1115 

50+ 
$8.75 
$10.25 



When woodworking is your passion, quality tools, 
supplies and expert advice from Woodcraft can 
help take your woodworking to the next level. 

Over 20,000 Woodworking Products! 
• Hand & Power Tools • Planes & Saws 
• Power Tool Accessones • Woodboring Tools 
• Routers & Accessones • Sharpemng Supplies 
• Carv1ng Tools & Chisels • Rmshmg Supplies 
• Workbenches • Safety Equipment 
• Hardwoods & Exotics • Woodtuming 
• Sand1ng & Scrap1ng • Hardware 
• Woodbuming • Marking & Measuring 
• Vises & Clamps • Cabmetmakmg Supplies 
• Files & Rasps • Shop Accessories 
• Project Kits & Supplies • Books & OVDs 
• Clock Supplies 

Our Exclusive Brands: 
Woodcraft offers exclusiVe products to our customers' 

PINNA CLE" Wood C)(jyer ~~1~'"PLA. 
l 'o'p 

Our Magazine: WffiDCRAFf Publishes Six Great Issues A Year! 
,, Cllll' 

Your Local Woodcraft Store Or For A Free Catalog, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call1·800-225-1153. 

Our Lowest Price EVER on a Full
Featured Field and Brush Mower! 

We're celebrating the DR® Field and Brush Mower's 25th 
birthday. To mark the occasion, we're offering a limited 

edition model at a fantastic price! Cut 4-foot high 
grass, 8-foot high weeds, and saplings up to 2" 
thick. Hurry, this s a limited time offer! 

See all the D~ Field and Brush Mowers 
including our lineup ofT ow-Behind models 
and discover what a difference they can 
make on your property! 

Call tor a FREE DVD and t:a,.,l 

~~a 888-213-2037 
DRfleldbrush.com 

Sl1op Tips 

Swing-up shelf serves 
as supplemental surface 
Big projects take up most of my 
workbench's surface, leaving little 
room for my tools. To keep them 
close at hand but out of the way 
of the project, I designed this easy 
workbench add-on: a swing-up shelf. 
A 2x4 support arm mounted to the 
underside of my workbench with 
a lag screw swings out to prop up 
the hinged shelf. When no longer 
needed, I just swing the arm back 
under the bench and let the shelf 
swing down, out of the way. 

14 

-Gene Dineralter, New London, Conn. 

SHELF SUPPORT 

2x4 support arm Washers 

To order call 888·636·4478 
orgoto 

lag screw 

co JCompleteGuide 
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Quick-stick clamp pads 
end dings and dents 
F-style clamps prove handy around the 
hop, but their small metal jaw faces 

tend to mar wood. For an easy, stick-on 
solution, I epoxied rare-earth magnets 
in 2x2" scrapwood pad . o custom 
fitting necessary; just slap them on the 
jaw faces and tighten the clamp. • 

woodmaguine.com 

-Charles Mak, Calgary, Alta. 

FREE Ductwork Plan 
Plus Save $1 00 when you 
purchase any S-series 
Tempest"' cyclone! 
Use Code WOOD23 
Caii1-80Q-377-7297 to redeem 
Offer expires 5/1/13 Offer not valid 
online. Prices subject to change 
without notice 
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Nanofiber eats the 
competition's dust! 

(FREE with any Tempest Cyclone!} 
The best value in dust collection is now the cleanest. 
Our Tempest Cyclone Dust Collectors now include Nanofiber filters 
as a FREE upgrade (a $54 value). Industry leading, Merv 15 rated 
Nanofiber filters combined with our cyclonic separation process 
captures 99.9896 of wood chips and dust particles to below 1/2 micron. 
You achieve near surgical quality air and cleaner tools, while practically 
eliminating dust clean up forever! In addition, Tempest Cyclones never 
clog, require almost no maintenance and come with a 5 year warranty. 

• 2.5 HP - 1450CFM- $1095 
• 3.5 HP -1700CFM- $1295 
• 5.0 HP-1800CFM- $1495 

Ask about our solutions for smaller 
shops starting at only $295. 

• 2.0 HP- Portable 1 025CFM- $: $995 
SAVE on any system you buy! PSI offers a vanety ot discounts and 
offers on dust collectors too numerous to list here. We're your complete 
resource for everything you need to get the job done right! To get the 
best deal on the system sized perfectly for your shop and number of 
tools, call Bill at (21 S) 676-7606 x16. 

Penn State Industries 
Top Quality, Great Prices and Expert Advice! 

1-800-377-7297 • www.pennstateind.com 



Tools & Materials 

P otect yourself with a 

Make a photo or video log of your tools for protection in the unlikely event of 
a natural disaster-such as Hurricanes Sandy or Katrina-fire, or burglary. 

I 
f you lost your shop or its contents to 
a calamity, could you put together a 
complete list of your tools and 

supplies from memory after the fact? 
Having a digital record of your shop's 
contents makes it easier to work with 
your insurance company. 

Record the details 
You probably have a digital camera in 
your pocket or within arm's reach right 
now. Virtually every mobile phone 
shoots digital photos and video of 
sufficient quality for inventory. (Talk to 
your cellular provider about adding 
more storage to your phone, and your 
options for retrieving and storing those 
photos or video.) Otherwise, you can 
find digital cameras that shoot still 
photos and video for as little as $50 
(plus a $10-$15 memory card). And 
camcorders start at about $100; You'll 
also need at least a 16GB memory card, 
about $40. 

Before you begin taking photos or 
video, remove dust and wood chips 
from all tools and worksurfaces to 
make identification easier. Properly 
store any potentially hazardous 

16 

materials (stain, clear finish, solvents, 
etc.) in approved fire-resistant metal 
containers or cabinets. 

We talked to several insurance 
companies, and they agreed you don't 
need to give them a list of your shop's 
contents prior to a disaster. But in case 
they want to see your digital inven
tory later to sort out a claim, avoid 
capturing images of potential fire 
hazards-overloaded electrical outlets, 
improperly stored finishes, mounds of 
sawdust-that might give them reason 
to deny your claim. 

Place your portable and benchtop 
tools on an uncluttered surface, a few at 
a time. Shoot photos or video of each 
tool from several angles so they can be 
identified by brand and tool type, and 
to provide a gauge of each tool's wear. 
Then record the identification plate or 
label on each tool, as shown at right. 

Repeat the process for your stationary 
machines and accessories. Remember 
to catalog dust-collection equipment, 
including ductwork and hoses. 

Finally, take photos of each work
bench, tool stand, organizer, toolbox, 
and cabinet in your shop, opening any 

door, lid, or drawer to shoot the 
contents inside. If you can't identify 
each product by its model number, at 
least be sure to capture the brand name 
or its well-known color. 

If you have receipts for tools, add 
them to your inventory. If not, don't 
worry about recording the prices or 
establishing values. You'll work with 
your insurance agent to do that, should 
a need arise. 

continued on page 18 
~~ 

Zoom in close on each tool's identification label, 
making sure you can clearly see the model and 
serial numbers. 
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Tools & \ fateria Is 

Now store your list safely 
Once you've imaged all your tools, you 
need to pre erve those recordings in a 
couple of afe places. You don't want to 
lo e your only record in the arne 
disaster that destroys your shop! 

Tran fer your photos or video onto a 
recordable DVD or CD, flash drive, SO 
card, or· portable hard drive, like tho e 
hown at rigllt. Make a couple of copie ; 
tore one in a fire safe in your home and 

the other off-site: a safe-deposit box or a 
fire safe in a friend's hou e in another 
town. For good measure, create a 
pread heet or !ide show of your tools' 

photo and information, and send it to 
yourself via Web-ba ed email so you can 
retrieve it from any computer later. 

For expert advice on this topic, we 
talked with woodworker Tom Iovino 
(below), who works as a di aster 
preparednes and response director in 
central Florida. In his 14 year in this 
role, Tom has helped homeowners 
and renters recover from tornadoes, 
fires, and hurricanes-including time 
in ew York Ia t fall following Sandy's 

18 

MONITOR YOUR STORAGE DEVICES 

/ 
Flash.
drive ~ 

SO Card 

Update your inventory every 2 to 3 years, storing it on newer media. Don't let your tool inventory or 
storage media become obsolete. 

devastation. Tom gives the following 
in ights into better preparing your 
home and hop for a potential disaster: 
.,. A typical homeowner's in urance 
policy will cover most hobbyi t tools 
against theft and disaster . But if you 
own higher-end tools and machine 
(a cabinet saw, big resaw band aw, 15" 
planer, 12" jointer, or Lie- iel en 
hand-plane collection), talk to your 
insurance agent about purcha ing a 
rider attached to your policy to cover 
these higher-priced tools. 
.,. You'll also need special coverage for 
antique, handmade, or one-of-a-kind 
tools that hold greater value than more 
common ver ion . Get a written 
appraisal to sub tantiate that value. 
.,. Find out if your insurance policy 
provides replacement coverage, which 
would pay to buy the same or compa
rable tool at today's prices. Many 

policies pay only depreciated values, 
which could leave you short in 
replacing your tools. 
.,. Renters: Check with your insurance 
agent to make sure your contents 
policy covers shop tools and materi
als. Most do, but find out. 
.,. Homeowner and renters insurance 
policies do not co er flooding 
(including storm surge), although 
they cover all other natural di asters, 
unle s declared in the policy. All 
flood insurance come separately 
through government programs; talk 
to your insurance agent if you need 
that coverage. For more information, 
go to floodsmart.org. 
.,. The Insurance Information Insti
tute (iii.org) offers a variety of 
reference materials to help you 
prepare for di asters as well a recover 
from one afterward. • 
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WGDDCRAFT® QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS • 
SUPPLIES • ADVICE® 

Nourish and Protect Wood with Odie's Line of Products 

All Odie's products are proprietary blends of oils and 

waxes, born out of inspiration, hard work and a driving 

need to solve problems specific to the woodworker. They 

are the culmination of 30+ years of research, develop

ment and field testing in the most extreme environments 

which have produced products that outperform and have 

better coverage than similar products - plus all Odie's 

products are nontoxic, food-safe and made in the USA. 

Odie's Oil Clear 
157861 2 oz. 
856038 9oz. 

Odie's Wood Butter 
157865 9 oz. 

Odie's Solvent 
157866 qt. 

Odie's Oxi Oil 
157862 2 oz. 
157863 9 oz. 

Odie's Wax 
157864 9 oz. 

For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153. 
For Information On Woodcraft Retail Franchise Opportunities, Visit woodcraftfranchlse.com 13WI05P 



Pipe-clamp 
Support U-blocks 

Controlling pipe clamps is easy with a little help from your workbench's dog holes. 

Forget about frustrating panel 
glue-up where your clamps scoot 
around or tip. If your workbench 

has two parallel rows of dog holes in its 
top, you can easily hold pipe clamps in 
place with the e doglike U-blocks. 

Rip the block in half. Round over the 
edges of each block with a 1/s" round
over bit in your router table; then glue 
in 2W -long dowels sized to fit the dog 
holes in your benchtop [Drawing 2] .• 

Becau e they rai e the clamp's 
bar and jaws completely off 
the benchtop, you'll encoun
ter le resistance when 

II CUTTING/DRILLING DIAGRAM 

making adjustments. 
Consider making multiple 
pairs for tho e e pecially large 
panel glue-ups. 

To make a matching pair, 
fir t cut a l lh" -thick piece of 
crap to 3x37/s". Then, drill 

the centered dowel holes on 
oppo ite edges [Drawing 1]. 
Drill either a 34" or 1" hole 
(ba ed on the diameter of 
your pipes) through the 
center of the block's face. 

20 

JA' hole for 't.' pipe 
or 1' hole for 1' pipe 

}i' kerf 

Cut here to 
make two blocks. 

Project design: Rod Cox, St. Paul, Iowa 

II U-BLOCK ASSEMBLY 
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Unvarnished 
Straight talk from the WOOD-wide web 

Before making 
sawdust, saw 
some logs 
The straight poop on how a newborn helped 
The Wood Whisperer improve his shop safety practices 

I 
thought I knew what it meant to be 
tired. In college, I would routinely 
pull off espresso-fueled, all-night 

study ses ions only to find I could 
barely keep my eyes open while taking 
the test But it wasn't until 12 years later 
that I'd discover the true meaning of 
real fatigue. 

I was right in the middle of building 
my split-top Roubo workbench and I 
had a deadline to meet when my son, 
Mateo, was born prematurely. For the 
first four months of his life, his exces
sive digestive discomfort brought both 
my wife and me a brand of fatigue that 
can only come from having a crying 
baby scream in your face all night, 
every night, for days on end. 

During that four-month period, I 
injured myself more times than I had 
previously in my entire career. We're 
not talking about hospital visits-just 
small cuts and scrapes from hand tools 

With fingers far too close to the blade, alarm bells 
should be sounding in this woodworker's head. 
Fatigue can cause lapses in judgment that suppress 
those warnings. 

22 

and a few do e calls with power tools. 
But, honestly, I'm just thankful I made 
it out alive! Being physically and 
mentally worn down is a dangerous 
mix in the woodshop. 

The problem with fatigue is that it's 
like being mildly intoxicated. It affects 
your coordination. It impairs your 
judgment. You become complacent and 
lazy. You let your fingers get closer to 
cutting edges. You don't take the time 
to et up safety devices. You might even 
find yourself uttering the phrase, "It's 
just one cut!" You could be the most 
safety-conscious woodworker on the 
planet, but all of your safety training 
goes out the window if you compromise 
your ability to make good decision . 

Those continuous-and painful
warnings forced me to institute a 
mental double-check at the door of the 
shop, pausing to honestly answer the 
question, "Do I have any busine s 

working with tools right now?" Some
times the answer is no, and I just don't 
allow myself to go into the shop. 
Instead, I stay in the office editing 
video, designing my next creation, or 
imply reading the late t copy of 

WOOD magazine. Like my good buddy 
Ice Cube ays, "Check yo' elf before you 
wreck yo'self!" • 

Woodworker's Safety Week 
May6-10 

Marc Spagnuolo started Woodworker's Safety 
Week as a yearly reminder to woodworkers to 
double-check their workshop safety practices. 
"Many hazardous occupations have required 
safety training,• Marc says. "But because 
woodworking is a hobby, many of us learn 
about safety the hard way." 

Each first week of May, woodworking blogs 
and podcasts around the globe turn their 
attention to safe workshop practices to 
remind fellow woodworkers to put safety first. 

Find out more about Safety Week at 
thewoodwhisperer.com. 

Woodworker's Safety Week is a good time to 
double-check the contents of your first-aid 
kit. A ready-made kit, such as this one from 
zeemedical.com, should be restocked when 
components are used up or expire. 

WOOD magazine May 2013 





rom the time you leave the lumberyard 'til the last coat 
of finish dries, this project won't take more than a week
end to complete. Make it hold as many hats and coats as 

you please by imply adding more slats and pacer and 
lengthening the back and tubing. 

How to get the hang of it 
Prepare nine Y!x2x26" blanks. (We cho e oak.) From each 
blank, cro cut two 10"-long slats (A) [Photo A]. From the 

cutoffs, cro scut two 2" -long pacers (B). [ ee the Shop Tip, ri Itt.] 
et two lats (A) aside to u e on the ends of the rack. Lay 

out and drill a W hole through a third !at [Drawing]. Stack 
this slat on top of four other slats with their ends and edges 
flu h. Drill through three slats, stopping just as the drill bit 
contacts the bottom slat [Photo B]. Place the bottom tat on top 
of a stack of four new slats and repeat this process until you 
have drilled through all but the two end slats et aside earlier. 
and the slats and spacers (B) to 220 grit. 

Retrieve the two end slats (A). Clamp each one to a drilled 
slat and pre s a W spade bit through the drilled tats to 

mark the center of the hole. et the drilled tat aside and 
using a W spade bit with a hort centerpoint, drill a %"-deep 
hole centered on the e marks [Drawing]. 

Glue two spacers to one slat that has a through hole-thi 
ill be the "starter slat" [Photo c, Drawing]. Then glue one 

spacer (B) to each of the remaining lats (A) with a through hole. 

24 

Crosscut small parts safely 
When cutting short pieces such 
as the spacers (B), maintain a 
good grip on the stock while 
keeping your hands in safe 
positions by holding the part 
with the eraser end of a pencil. 
During the cut. press the blank 
back toward the miter-gauge 
extension and the stopblock. 

SCut the back (C) to size [Drawing] and sand it to 220 grit, 
easing the sharp edges. 

6Cut a 24" length of W electrical metallic tubing (EMT). 
Begin assembling the coat rack by sliding the tarter slat 

(A/B) onto the EMT. Apply glue to the face of one of the tarter 
slat's spacers. Slide a slat/spacer assembly onto the EMT and 
clamp it to the starter slat. Place the back (C) on your bench 
and use it to help align the back ends of the lats [Photo D]. 
Add and clamp spacer/slat a emblie until all but the end 
slats (A) have been glued together. Glue the end slats to each 
end of the assembly, trapping the EMT. 

Quick Tip/ Either place a piece of waxed paper under the assembly 
while the glue dries or remove it from the bench to prevent squeeze
out from gluing the rack to the bench. 
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To cut the slats (A) and spacers (B) to identical lengths, clamp a stopblock to a 
miter-gauge extension. Leave a gap below it for sawdust relief. 

Clamp a spacer (B) 4" from either end of each slat (A). Make sure the grain runs 
the same direction on both pieces, and keep the edges flush. 

and the top and bottom edge of the slats and spacer to 
220 grit to create a smooth, flat surface. Sand only the 

front end of the slats to 320 grit. 
Determine where your coat rack will hang. Mark screw 
hole on the back (C) that align with wall studs and drill 

'Ylz" hank holes on these marks [Drawing]. or : To upport a 
(i11ly loaded coat rack, ecure the rack only to wall studs; do 110t u e 
llollow-wall hanger . Clamp the !at/spacer {A/B) assembly to 
the back, 1 W from the top edge [Drawing). Drill Y.Jz" counter-
unk pilot hole through the back and into each end slat (A) 

and the ixth lat from each end. Screw the slat/spacer a em
bly to the back. 

m 
Keep the bit perpendicular as you drill through the slats (A). Check your 
progress as you work to prevent drilling through the bottom slat. 

The EMT, back (C), and a flat bench keep the ends and edges of the slat/spacer 
(AlB) assemblies flush during glue-up. 

Materials List 
FINISHED SIZE 

Part T W L Matl Qty 

A slats ,... 2" 10" 0 17 

B spacers ,... 2" 2" 0 16 

c back ,... a· 26:!-4" 0 

Materials key: 0-oak. 
Supplies: 18x2" flathead screws (8), 18x3" flathead 
screws (4), 18 nickel-finish finish washers (4), hx24" 
electrical metallic tubing. 
Bits: fu", fu" drill I bits, ·· spade drill bit 

Source 
Brush d·nlckel coat 
hooks: National Hardware 
no. N325·506 [pack of 2), 
available at hardware stores 
and home centers. 

Produc~ by Cr1lg Ruegsegger 
woth Kevin Boyle 

pply a finish. To 
reach into the pace 

between the slats (A) and 
to prevent drips, we 
sprayed on three coat of 
a water-based polyure
thane. After the finish 
drie , lay out the po i
tions of the coat hooks 
[Drawing] and screw 
them in place. Then, 
screw the rack to the 
wall, u ing #8 fini h 
wa her under the screw
head . • 

EXPLODED VIEW 
ProJect design: Kevin Boyle 
IllustratiOn: Lom1 Johnson 
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How to Outsmart 
a Millionaire 
Only the "Robin Hood of Watchmakers" can steal 

the spotlight from a luxury legend for under $200! 

!wasn't looking for trouble. I sat in a cafe, sipping my espresso and 
enjoying the quiet. Then it got noisy. Mr. Bigshot rolled up in a 

roaring high-performance Italian sports car, dropping attitude like 
his $14,000 watch made it okay for him to be rude. That's when I 
decided to roll up my sleeves and teach him a lesson. 

" ice watch," I said, pointing to his and holding up mine. He 
nodded like we belonged to the same club. We did, but he literally 
paid 100 times more for his membership. Bigshot bragged about 
his five-figure purchase, a luxury heavyweight from the titan of 
high-priced timepieces. I told him that mine was the Stauer 
Corso, a 2 7 -jewel automatic classic now available for only $179. 
And just like that, the man was at a loss for words. 

Think ofStauer as the " Robin Hood ofWatchmakers." We believe 
everyone deserves a watch of uncompromising precision, impressive 
performance and the most elegant styling. You deserve a watch that can 
hold its own against the luxury classics for a fraction of the price. You'll 
feel the quality as soon as you put it on your wrist. This is an expertly-crafted 
time machine ... not a cry for attention. 

Wear a mechanical masterpiece for only $179! We surveyed our 
customers. As intelligent, high net worth individuals, they have outgrown the 
need to show off. They have nothing to prove; they already proved it. They want 
superb quality and astonishing value. And that's exactly what we deliver. 

The Stauer Corso is proof that the worth of a watch doesn't depend on the size 
of its price rag. Our factory spent over $40 million on Swiss-made machinery 
to insure the highest quality parts. Each timepiece takes six months and over 
200 individual precision parts to create the complex assembly. Peer through the 
exhibition back to see the 27-jeweled automatic movement in action and you'll 
understand why we can only offer the Corso in a limited edition of 14,999. 

Our specialty is vintage automatic movements. The Corso is driven by a 
~elf-winding design, in pired by a 1923 patent. Your watch will never need 
barreries. Every second of power is generated by the movement of your body. 
The black dial features a trio of date complications including a graphic 
day/night display. The Corso secures with a two-toned stainless steel bracelet 
and is water-resistant to 3 ATM. 

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Test drive the Stauer Corso. If you don't 
love it, send it back within 30 days and we'll refund every dollar of your 
purchase price. Spending more doesn't make you smarter. But saving thousands 
on a watch this stunning will leave you feeling (and looking) like a genius! 

A Stauer Exclusive Not Sold in Stores 
Ostentatious Overpriced Competitors Price Sl-4,575.99 

Stauer's Corso Timepiece ......... only I J 79 +S&P 

PLUS receive our Stauer Flyboy Optics • Sunglasses FREE- a 199 value/ 
Call now to take advantage of this fantastic offer with our 30-day money back guarantee. 

1-800-859-1626 
Promotional Code CSW318-03 
Please mention this code when you call. Rating of A+ 

-

Lilldted 
Edition ... 

Order Today! 

Scan for 
additional 
information 
on the 
Corso Watch 

Exclusive 
OFFER! 

Order the Stauer 
Corso and these 

Stauer Flyboy Optics"' 
Sunglasses 

(a $99 value) are 
yours FREE! 

14101 uthcro Drive WI.. 
Dept. C W318-03 

Burnsville. Minnesota 55337 

www.stauer.com 

27-jeweled Vertex automatic movement - Interior dials - Transparent caseback - Dual-toned stainless steel case and bracelet band fits wrists 6 %"-9' 
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A debris separator, effective air filter, 
and mobile worksurface all rolled into one 

I nvest a weekend in building this 
simple glued-and-screwed plywood 
cabinet outfitted with a low-dough 

dust-collection blower and you're ready 
to stop awdust-from big chips to 
micro copic airborne particle -in its 
track . You need only run a flex hose 
from its 4" side port to any du t- pewing 

machine, be it nearby or sitting on its 
sturdy worksurface. As shown in the 
Separator Airflow Drawing on the next 
page, nearly all of the debris settles in the 
cart's large drawer for convenient dis
po al; the airborne tuff ettles in its 
mall drawer after pas ing through the 

blower or gets trapped in the filters. 
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Mark the 4" hole in the (C) with a compass, 
bore a ~· blade start hole near its inside edge, and 
cut along the marked line with a jigsaw. 

SEPARATOR 
AIRFLOW 

Large chips fall 
into drawer below. 

First, build the separator box 

1 From JA" plywood (we u ed Baltic 
birch but any good-quality plywood 

will do), cut to ize the eparator-box end 
(A), inner ide (B), baffle (C), and outer 
ides (D) [Materials List, page 33; Drawing 

1]. For efficient cutting from 4x ' heet 
refer to the Cutting Diagram on pa. e 33. 

ut the 4" hole in the baffle [Photo A]. You 
will cut the other holes later. 

2Dry-clamp part A-C, en uring the 
are quare with each other [Drawing 

1]. Drill counter unk pilot hole ever 4" 
along the butted joints. Unclamp and 
a emble with glue and 1 W crew 
[Photo B]. 

3Glue the outer ides (D) to the inner 
sides (B) [Photo C). Align the long edges 

oodmagazlne.com 

After drilling countersunk pilot holes, apply a bead 
of glue and screw together the separator box ends 
(A), inner sides (B), and baffle (C). 

DsEPARATOR sox 

of the end (A) and the outer ides (D) 
flu h, with the top ed es of the outer sid 
higher than the tops of the inner ides (B) 
b the thickn of your plywood. 
Note. Tire dimemion in this project ume 
}'Ollr plywood i exactly W thick. But plpmod 
tllickne!> mry and your stcx:k will most 
likely mea urea bit under I;_,• (our Baltic birc/1 
ply measured ll,-1, • thick). Keep that in mind 

Apply glue to the outer faces of the inner sides (B). 
Position the outer sides (0) and clamp or weight 
the pieces until the glue has dried. 

@ 

a ,rou wt your parts; mea ure for piece 
fit onto or into existing a semblie , and adju t 
dimmsicms ll(Wrdingly. 

4Mark 4" hole on both outer ide (D) 
[Drawing 1]. Cut the hole a you did 

earlier through both the outer ide and 
inn r side !Bl. 

5 ut th straight end off two 
4 '>il -flang pia tic dust-collection 
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Clamp the flange of the elbow to your workbench 
to steady it. Then hacksaw off the straight portion 
of the unflanged end. 

II FILTER BOX 

#8 X Jlh" 
F.H. screw 

elbows (see Sources on page 33) [Photo D]. 
Attach the elbows and two 4" hose con
nectors [Sources] to the outer sides (D) 
[Photo E]. 

6Cut the separator-box top (E) and 
glue and screw it in place [Photo F]. 

7Cut the separator-box bottom (F) to 
size [Drawing 1] and attach it to the 

separator-box assembly (A-E) [PhotoG]. 

Next, construct the filter box 
We sized this project to work wit/1 a 

Grizzly 1-hp, model G0710 dust collector 
[Sources] that stands about 13311" tall. You 
may have to alter the height of the filter box 
to accommodate a different dust collector. 
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Align the hose connectors and flange elbows over 
the 4" holes in the outer sides (D) and attach the 
fittings with 1" screws. 

#8x1Y," 
F.H. screw 

1 Cut the vertical cleats (G), horizontal 
cleats (H), and back (I) [Materials List, 

Drawing 2]. Glue and screw together the 
filter-box assembly (GIH/I). Although 
1 W' screws work for joining most parts 
of this project, you'll need 2W' screws to 
reach through the edges of the vertical 
cleats and into the horizontal cleats. 

2Attach the filter-box assembly 
(G/H/I) to the separator box (A-F) 

[Photo H]. 

3Cut the top spacer U) and bottom 
spacer (K) to size from W -thick 

maple, and the filter-box top (L) to size 
from W plywood [Drawing 2]. Glue and 
clamp these pieces to the filter box 

Apply a bead of glue to mating surfaces, align the 
separator-box top (E), and attach with countersunk 
1 Y," screws. 

Flip over the separator box (A-E). Align the end of 
the separator-box bottom (F) with the outer sides 
(D) and join with glue and countersunk lY>" screws. 

To create space for the drawer, place two 2Y2"-tall 
scrapwood spacers beneath the filter box (G/H/1) to 
hold it in position as you attach it with 1 Y," screws. 

Attach the top and bottom spacers (J, K) with glue 
and clamps. Do the same with the filter-box top (l), 
clamping it on three sides. 
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Place a sacrificial sheet (wood or extruded foam) under the cabinet sides (M) to protect your worksurface 
from the through cuts. For cuts near edges, support the straightedge and buttress the thin area of the 
workpiece with a plywood scrap of identical thickness. 

IJCABINET 
ASSEMBLY 

@ . 
.... ············· 

Note: Drawer 
cutout in 

one@ only 

(G/H/1) [Photo 1). Note: Tile bottom spacer 
rests W above tile bottom edge of tile lwri
zontal clea (HJ to create a stop_ for tire 
drawer front added later. 

Add the sides, casters, 
dust collector, and top 

1 Cut the cabinet sides (M) [Drawing 
3). The identically shaped side mir

ror each other except that only one has 
a drawer cutout-something to keep in 
mind if one side of your plywood looks 
better than the other, and you want the 
good side facing out. 

118 x 11!•" F.H. screw 

11" 

Quick Tip/ For straight and clean interior 
cuts, use a plunge router outfitted with a 
guide bushing and W upcut spiral bit guided 
by a straightedge held in place with double
faced tape [PhotosJ and K]. 

2Glue and clamp the cabinet sides 
(M) to the separator/filter-box assem

bly (A-L) [Photo L]. 
Quick Tip/ Use a flush-trim bit in your 

router, if necessary, to trim the sides flush 
with other parts. 

3U ing ~xl" Jag crew with washers, 
attach 3" locking swivel ca ters to 

the corners of the bottom (F). If the 
points of the crews stick into the drawer 
openings you will need to file or grind 
them flu h. 

Working on one side at a time, glue the cabinet 
sides (M) in place. The cabinet sides create recesses 
for the filters and help seal the separator box (A-F). 

Screw down one end of each motor mount (N). 
Slide the blower's flanges under the motor mounts' 
rabbets and attach the other ends of the mounts. 

4 ext, attach a Sx4" quick coupler 
[Sources] to the exhau t port on the 

du t-collector blower. 
Quick Tip/ If the coupler fits loosely, 

adhere !-4" foam tape onto the exhaust for an 
airtight friction fit. 

Thread a 17" length of flexible 4" du t
collection ho e [Sources] onto the quick 
coupler and attach a 4" connector to the 
oppo ite end of the ho e u ing a 4" hoe 
clamp. Run a 13" length of flexible ho e 
between the connector on the eparator 
box and the inlet of the dust- ollector 
blower, ecuring both ends with 4" hose 
clamps. Po ition the blower so it rest 
entirely within the edges of the filter-box 
top (L). Bend the exhaust-port ho e 90• 
and determine a mounting location for its 
connector. Cut a 4" hole at that location 
and attach the connector with 1" screws. 
Mark the location of the blower' mount
ing flange ; then remove the blower. Cut 
two rabbeted motor mount ( ) [Drawing 
2], and secure the blower [Photo M]. 

SCut the two upport tile (0) and 
the support rail (P) to ize [Materials 
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• 
Staple along one long edge of the filter frame (88/CC) first. Then, pull the filter fabric taut as you staple along the remaining edges. Trim off the extra material 
along all edges before gathering the corners and trimming those, too. 

List, Drawing 3]. Glue the support tile to 
the in ide of the ides (M) and glue and 
crew the upport rail atop the tile . 

6 ut the top (Q), long edging (R), and 
hort edging ( ) [Drawing 3]. Glue the 

hort edging to the top with one edge 
flu h with the top surface. U ing a hand
saw, carefully trim the edging's end 
flu h with the top and attach the long 
edging. Trim that edging flu h with the 
short edging. et the top in place and 
ecur one end with lv.." screw driven 

from the bottom of the support rail (P). 
ecure the other end of the top with 
crew driven through the top and into 

the eparator box ( -E). 

Build and install the drawers 

1 ut the ide , fronts, back , and bot
tom for the eparator drawer (T, U, 

V) and the filter drawer (X, Y, Z) [Draw
ing 4). Temporarily a emble the boxes 
u ing 1 W crew and attach the bottom 
with 1" crew . 

2Te t the fit of the drawer boxes (T/UN; 
X/Y/Z) in their opening . They hould 

be nug to minimize air leaks, but lide ea -
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II EXPLODED VIEW 
and FILTER FRAMES 

ily. If necessary, disassemble the drawers 
and trim their parts. Once you're satisfied 
with the fit, assemble the drawer boxe 
with screws and glue. 

3 Jide the drawer boxe (T/U/V; 
X/Y/Z) into their openings. Cut the 

fal e fronts (W, ) to ize, and check 
that they fit tightly with ju t a YJ6" gap at 
the top and ide . 

4Attach 3" wire pulls centered on both 
fal e front (W, A) then remo e the 

ts x m· 
F.H.screw 

pulls. pply double-faced tape to the 
fronts of the drawer boxe ; then, align the 
false front in the opening , and pre 
them onto the drawer-box front . Drive 
one screw through a hole for the wire 
pull, lide the drawer out, then remove 
the screw. Drill through the holes in the 
false fronts, and glue the fal e fronts to 
the drawer . Attach the wire pulls, u ing 
2" machine crew to reach through the 
drawer front (U, Y) and fal e front. 

18x 1'1>" 
F.H. screw 
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Cutting Diagram 

@ @ 

® ® ® 
~ X 48 X 96" Plywood 

~-

® ® 

® 
I ® ® @ 
~ X 48 X 96" Plywood 

~ X 48 X 48" Plywood 

Add the filters and finishing 
touches 
Quick Tip/ In Step 3 of this section you will 
need to drive staples into the filter frames. If 
you rely on a hand stapler instead of a pneu
matic stapler, build the frames from pine 
instead of maple. 

1 Cut six filter-frame rails (BB) and six 
filter-frame stiles (CC) [Materials 

List]. Glue and screw together three filter 
frames [Drawing 4]. Check to make sure 
they fit into their openings with W to 
spare all the way around. 

2Apply a durable finish to all surfaces. 
We applied three coats of a water

based polyurethane. 

3Cut three 21x32" pieces of filter fab
ric [Sources]. Staple those pieces to 

the filter frames [Photos N, 0 ]. 

4Place the filters within their openings 
with the fabric facing inward. Attach 

the frames with two countersunk 1 W 
screws driven through each frame rail (BB). 

SAttach a length of flexible hose to 
the connector on the outside of the 
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(G) 
t!_H H H 

r-{x) I~ :~ 
Q\A) 

® ® 

lCD 

@ © 
© ~X 48 X 96" Plywood 

--
® ® ® 

@ 

R s 
~X 7~ X 96" Maple (5.3 bd. ft.) 

Materials List 
F INI~ HID ~ IZE 

Part T W l Mat l Qty 
I 

Separator box 

A ends ~· 16~· 21~· PL 2 

B inner sides ~· 21~· 27" PL 2 

c baffle ~· 15" 21~· PL 

D outer sides ~· 28W 34~· PL 2 

E top ~· 16W 28~· PL 

F bottom ~· 4m" 28~· PL 

Filter box 

G vertical cleats ~· 1W 17~· PL 2 

H horizontal cleats ~· m· 27" PL 6 

back ~· 28W 17~· PL 

top spacer ~· ~· 28W M 

K bottom spacer ~· ~· 28W M 

L top ~· 30" 28~· PL 

Cabinet 

M sides ~· 48" 3SY4" PL 2 

N motor mounts ~· 2" 9"* PL 2 

0 support stiles ~· 2Y4" 11" PL 2 

p support rail ~· 2Y4" 28~· PL 

Q top ~· 30" 48" PL 

R long edging ~· 1Y4" 49~· M 2 

s short edging ~· 1Y4" 30" M 2 

separator box. Hook up the other end of 
the hose to any dust belcher in your 
shop and enjoy your new level of dust-
collection efficiency. • 

Produced by Bill Krier with John Olson 
Project design: John Olson 
Illustrations: loma Johnson 

11 '<1\ HI Il \Il l 

Part T W L \ 1.111 Ot1 

Separator drawer 

T sides ~· 11~· 28~" PL 2 

u front & back 

V bottom 

W false front 

Filter drawer 

X sides ~· 2Y4" 29Y4" PL 2 

y front&back ~· 2Y4" 27" PL 2 

z bottom r.· 28W 29Y4" PL 

AA false front ~· 3~· 28~· PL 

Filter frame 

BB rails ~· ~· 28}1" M 6 

CC stiles ~· ~· 14}1" M 6 

•Part length may vary depending on the size of your dust· 
collector blower. 

Materials key: PL- plywood, M-maple. 
Supplies: Double-faced tape, 18x1" flathead screws (52), 
#8x1 Y4" flathead screws (12), 18x1~· flathead screws (128), 
18x2W flathead screws (4), 3" wire pulls (2), 18-32x2" 
truss-head machine screws (4), 3"1ocking swivel casters 
(4), Y4x1 "1ag screws (16), Y4" washers (16), W staples. 
Bits: ~· drill bit; Y4" upcut spiral, flush-trim router bits. 

Sources 
Dust-collection fittings: 4~· flange elbows (2), no. 
04223, $5.95 each; 4" connectors (3), no. 04262, $3.50 
each; 5x4" quick coupler, no. 04233, $2.95; 4" hose damps 
(4), no. W1022, S.SO each; Grizzly Industrial, 800-523-4777. 
grizzly.com 
Dust hose: 4"x10' clear flexible hose, no. 04206,$15.95, 
Grizzly Industrial. 
Oust collector: Model G0710, $175, Grizzly industrial. 
Filter fabric: 36x82" 1o-oz. polyester felt. singed one 
side, $25, wood 9azilli'.Com ·Iter. 
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Affordable eleganceTraditional 

When beginning a project, I often 
start at the end-or rather, at 
the finish. For this bedroom set, 

I wanted the warm look of aged cherry, 
while keeping lumber costs affordable. 
After experimenting with different stains 
and dyes on poplar, I came up with the 
color shown-but the process to achieve it 
was a bit cumbersome. A simple solution 
turned up at a paint store down the 
block. I took my sample to them and they 
custom-tinted a stain to match it, 
creating a one-step method for giving 
inexpensive poplar boards and 14" maple 
plywood the look of cherry. (Find the 
fonnula on page 39.) Substituting this 
less-expensive stock reduced the lumber 
bill by $100. /7 

[ ~~Olson, Design Editor 
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Bed 
As easy on the 
eyes as it is 
on your wallet 

Approximate materials cost: $175 
Dimensions: 54"H x 68%"W x 85Yl"L 

This bed is the first piece in a five
piece traditional bedroom set. In 
our next issue (219, July 2013), 

we'll provide plans for a nightstand and 
matching dresser; issue 220 (September 
2013) will feature a lingerie chest; and 
issue 221 (October 2013) will have plans 
for a blanket chest. 
Note: We sized the bed to accommodate a 
queen-size (60x80") box spring and mattress; 
other box-spring/mattress sets may vary in 
length ar1d width, so have them on hand 
before you customize any bed dimensions. 

Make the headboard and 
footboard parts 
Quiclc Tip! These two assemblies share many 
of the same parts, so it makes sense to mill 
them at the same time to save on setups. 

1 From three boards of W poplar 
slightly wider and longer than the 

finished sizes shown in the Materials 
List, laminate blanks for the headboard 
legs (A) and footboard legs (B). Saw and 
plane the legs to finished size. Arrange 
the legs with the best faces toward the 
foot of the bed and mark them to keep 
straight their orientation. 
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Center the leg under the drill bit, lock the fence 
against the leg, then rough out the mortises by 
drilling overlapping ~· holes ~·deep. 

D LEGS (Inside view) 

2 Using a drill press and %" Forstner 
bit, cut the bed-rail-fastener mortise 

in the inside face-grain side of each leg 
[Photo A, Drawings 1 and 2]. Leave the 
fence in position when done. Note: We 
located the bed rails for what we consider a 
comfortable mattress height for our box
spring/mattress set. You may want to raise 
the lleigl1t of the rails if you use a mattress 
without box sprin , or lower tile raillleigllt 
for extra-tllick box-s rin mattress sets. 

3Within each of the mortises you JUSt 
cut, mark the position of two more 

¥!6"-wide mortises [Drawing 2] . Chuck a 
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Narrow mortises centered in the wide mortises 
provide room for the hooks in the mating fastener 
to slide in and down when assembling the bed. 

~. x 1 'h" loose tenon 
1~" 1ong 

I 2" I 
2Y•" 

.. , ' .. 
--- t I 

--·' 

'A" groove 
7ho" deep, 
centered 

19~" 

¥!6" brad-point bit and drill 1 W-long 
mortises %" deep (as measured from the 
bottom of the bed-rail-fastener mortise) 
[Photo 8]. Square up the ends and edges 
of the %"-wide mortises with a chisel. 

4Test the fit of the bed-rail fasteners 
in the mortises and that the hooks 

on the mating fasteners have enough 
clearance to engage them. Drill W' pilot 
holes through the mounting holes in 
the fasteners, but leave the fasteners 
unattached for now. 
Quick Tipl Use a self-centering bit to help you 
precisely position the pilot holes in the legs. 

I 2~· IT I 2"1 
.-- 2'A" 

S'A" 

r-~ 
~, 

~ox 1 'h" 
loose 
tenon 

1W iong 

1'-
'--~.x 1'12" 

S'A" mortises 
1"deep 

i 1-, __ 

® av.· 

l__l -

©. 

'A" groove 
7ho"deep, 
centered 

45~" 

52'12" 

7'A" 

S'A" 

L.~ -

\ 
I'~ x 5'~·· mortise 
_j ~· deep 

2'A" 

II LOOSE-TENON 
MORTISE DETAIL 

~.x 1'12" 
mortise 
1" deep 

'A" groove 
7ho" deep, centered 

~. x 1 'h"loose tenon 
1Wiong 
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------ ---------------- ------

SHOP TIP 
You'll flip for this dead-centering trick 
To quickly cut a perfectly centered VI 
groove in the edge of a workpiece, set your 
tablesaw's fence to position the saw blade 
just to one side of dead center. Cut a kerf, flip 
the workpiece end-for-end, and cut another 
kerf. Check the fit of the plywood in the 
groove and adjust the fence if necessary. If 
you use a thin-kerf blade (with teeth less 
than }is".wide), you may need to adjust the 
fence and make a third cut to remove the 
middle material. Use a featherboard to 
ensure consistent cuts, and always test your 
setup in scrap before cutting the actual 
workpieces. 

SLay out the taper on the bottom 
inside face of each leg [Drawing 1]. 

Cut the tapers with your bandsaw; then, 
flatten the sawn edge with a sanding 
block or block plane. 
.:,Rout or sand W round-overs along 
Uthe long and bottom edges of the legs. 

7From 3.4" poplar, cut to size the head
board outer stiles (C), footboard outer 

stiles (D), headboard and footboard rails 
(E), headboard inner stiles (F), and foot-

IJLEG FASTENER DETAIL 

board inner stiles (G) [Materials List, 
Drawing 4]. In one edge of parts C, D, 
and E and in both edges of parts F and 
G, mill a centered ¥16"-deep groove to 
accept your 1,4" plywood [Shop Tip, above]. 
Q From 1.4" maple plywood, cut to size 
Othe headboard panels (H) and foot
board panels (I) [Drawing4]. Sand them to 
220 grit. Not : You could sub titute birch 
plywood for tile panels, but wl1atever you 
choose, make sure it looks good on both sides. 

Cut the loose-tenon joints 

1 On the ends of the headboard and 
footboard rails (E) and inner stiles (F, 

G), cut centered stub tenons [Drawing 3] 
that fit snugly in the grooves in the 

To match the locations of mortises on mating 
workpieces, clamp them together and mark the 
locations using a square and sharp pencil. 

outer stiles (C, D). We prefer to do this at 
the tablesaw using a dado set, but you 
could do it on a router table equipped 
with a straight bit, too. 

2Using Drawing 1 as a guide, mark the 
centerlines of the mortises in the legs 

(A, B) and outer stiles (C, D) [Photo c]. 

3Build the self-centering router mor
tising jig described in the article on 

pages 50-53, and use it to rout centered 
Yt6xllh" mortises 1" deep in parts A-D 
[Drawing 1a]. Make 20 Yt6Xl ~xlW loose 
tenons using the tools and methods also 
described in that article. 

4Glue the loose tenons into the outer 
stiles (C, D); then glue and clamp the 

legs (A, B) to these assemblies. 

llsTUB-TENON DETAILS 
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Bed-rail 
fastener ®.® 

14" groove 
7116" deep 

14" groove 
7116" deep 
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Turn two ~ipe clamps into 
one r e a II y I o n g clamp 
Few us have clamps long enough to pull 
together the wide footboard and headboard. 
But you can "make" a clamp that will handle 
the job. Simply join two 3' pipe clamps with a 
threaded coupler, as shown. Repeat with two 
more clamps. Place W -thick spacer blocks 
above and below the middle of the footboard 
and headboard assemblies, as shown, to 
support the assemblies and the pipe clamps 
as the glue dries. 

Assemble the footboard 
and headboard 

1 Glue and clamp the footboard inner 
stiles (G) to the lower footboard rail 

(E), spacing them so the footboard pan
els (I) will slip into place in the next step 
[Drawing 4]. 

2Glue the footboard panels (I) to the 
rail-and-inner-stiles assembly (E/G). 

3Next, glue and clamp the upper foot
board rail (E) to the footboard panels 

(11 and inner stiles (G). 

4To the E/G/1 assembly, glue and 
clamp the leg/footboard outer-stile 

assemblies (BID), as shown in the Shop 
Tip above. 

II EXPLODED VIEW 

'ho x 1 'h" mortise 
1" deep 

'ho x 1 'h • loose tenon 
m" long 

'A" groove '116 deep 
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Bed-rail 
fastener 

st" 
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For the cleanest and safest results, rout and rip the 
cove trim (J) from a board that starts out at least 
4"wide. 

SAssemble the headboard parts E, F, 
and H to the leg assembly (A/C) just 

as you did the footboard. 

6Sand the headboard and footboard 
(except for the panels) to 220 grit. 

Mill and install the trim pieces 

1 At your table-mounted router, cut a 
lh" cove in the edge of a 34x4" poplar 

board at least 60" long. Rip the molded 
edge to make a piece of cove trim 0) 
with 'A" shoulders as shown in Photo D. 
Repeat to produce another piece of cove 
trim. (Leave the router-table setup as is 
for the next step.) Cut the cove trim to 
exact length; then glue and clamp it to 
the sides of the headboard and foot
board that face the foot of the bed 
[Drawing 6]. 

2From 3,4" material, cut the bottom 
caps (K). Rout W coves in their ends 

[Photo E], then the edges. Glue, center, 
and clamp the bottom caps atop the 
headboard and footboard [Drawing 6]. 

3Cut to size the top caps (L) [Drawing 
4]. Install a W' round-over bit in your 

table-mounted router as shown in Photo 
F. Round over the ends and edges on 
both faces of the caps. (Leave the bit 
setup as is for Step 4.) Then glue, center, 
and clamp the top caps atop the head
board and footboard [Drawing 6]. 

4Cut two pieces of panel-bottom trim 
(M) 1" longer than specified in the 

Materials List. Round over the edges on 
both faces. (Leave the bit as is for Step 3 
in the next section.) Cut the trim to fit 
between the legs; then glue, center, and 
clamp to the bottoms of the headboard 
and footboard [Drawings 4 and 6]. 

SF rom W poplar, cut four brackets (N) 
to shape following the Bracket Pat-
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Clamp a support board in a nearby bench vise or 
to a sawhorse to hold the bottom cap (K) level with 
the router table when routing the ends. 

tern on page 40. Finish-sand the brackets; 
then glue, center, and clamp them to 
the bottoms of the headboard and foot
board [Drawings 4 and 6]. 
~Smooth all unsanded surfaces of the 
Uheadboard and footboard to 220 grit. 

Build the rails and cut the slats 

1 From 1 W' stock, cut two rails (0) to 
size [Materials List]. Using a %" 

straight (or spiral) bit in a plunge router 
and the self-centering mortising jig you 
used earlier, cut a centered groove W 
deep in the ends of the rails [Photo G, 
DrawingS]. 

2Follow the Shop Tip on the next page 
to drill holes in the rails (0) for !lz" 

dowels [Drawing 5]. Glue in the dowels to 
provide better purchase for the screws 
that secure the bed-rail fasteners. With 

lf>" dowel rod, 
spaced 1'1•" 
from center 

of rod to 
end of rail 

Adjust the top of the bit's cutting edge ~6" above 
the router table prior to rounding over the top caps 
(l) and panel-bottom trim (M). 

the dowels glued in place, drill W' pilot 
holes through the mounting holes in 
the bed-rail fasteners, but leave the fas
teners unattached for now. 

3Cut two pieces of %x1%" upper rail 
trim (P) to finished length. Round 

over both faces on one edge using the 
same W round-over bit setup as in Steps 
3 and 4 of the previous section. Glue and 
clamp the trim to the top edges of the 
rails (0) [Drawing 5]. 
Jl Cut two pieces of %x2%" lower rail 
-~'trim (Q) to length [Drawing 4]; then 
round over the outer edges as in Step 3. 
Glue, clamp, and screw the trim-using 
#8x2" flathead screws spaced 8" apart
to the bottoms of the rails (0). Sand the 
rail assemblies to 220 grit. 

SFrom W stock cut four 3!1zx60%" 
support slats (R) and set them aside. 

II RAIL FASTENER DETAIL 

Bed·rail fastener 

%"groove 
~"deep 

6" 

@ ------
---

---



Secure each rail at a comfortable working angle and rout bed-rail-fastener grooves in both ends using the 
jig from page 51. Because the mortising slot has a fixed length, you'll step-and-repeat to form the groove. 

Apply finish and assemble CUSTOM TINTS GIVE THE COLOR 

1 Apply a stain to all parts except the 
support slats (R). To simulate aged 

cherry we used Sherwin-Williams BAC 
Wiping Stain in a chestnut base with the 
custom tinting shown in Photo H. 

SHERWIN-~I LIAnS 
Sher -Cclor(ta) 
INTERIOR PROFESSIO A 

AKYD 
S AND ONE 

S ER-WOOD BAC WIPI G S 
PENETRATING 

2To protect the wood, apply three top 
coats. (We used Old Masters satin 

brushing lacquer.) 

WOOD MAGAZINE 
CUSTOM MA UA MATCH 

BAC COLORANT OZ 3Z 64 128 
RZ-naroon Z 36 
81-Black - SZ 3Screw the bed-rail fasteners to the 

rails, headboard, and footboard with 
#8x2" flathead screws. Hook the rails' 
bed-rail fasteners into the mating fasten
ers on the headboard and footboard. 
Add the support slats (R), spaced evenly 
atop the lower rail trim (Q). Top it all 
with a comfy box spring/mattress, lin
ens, and comforter. Now take a rest
you've earned it! • 

0 E GALLON C ES N m S64 00051 SDIZ &219 

To match our stain, simply show this photo to the 
clerk at a Sherwin-Williams store and have him 
blend your finish to these specifications. 

SHOP TIP 
Drill accuratelY. from opposite 
edges of a workpiece 
To drill a Yl" hole through a 6"-wide workpiece you'll 
need to drill from opposite edges and have the holes 
meet in the middle. Doing that requires an accurately 
adjusted drill press. First, make sure it bores holes 
exactly 90• to its table. Then, chuck in a brad-point bit 
and set the drill-press-table fence to center the bit on 
the thickness of a scrap the same thickness as a bed rail. 
To do this, with the machine off, press the point of the 
bit into the edge of the scrap piece. Turn the scrap 
end-for-end and place the opposite face against the 
fence. Plunge down the bit again and check the 
positions of the two indentations. Tweak the fence 
location and try again until the indentations fall in the 
same spot, as shown. Now that you know your bit will 
be perfectly centered on the edge of the stock, you 
need only clamp to the fence a stopblock 1 * "from the 
center of the bit. The holes will line up precisely. 

woodmaguine.com 
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Materials List 
Produced by Bill Kritr with John Olson 
Project design: Kmn loytt 
Illustrations: lot'IYJohnson 

IINI\HED \IZE 

Part T W L Mall Qty 
IINI\HED SIZE 

Part T W L Mall Qty 

~ ~ I 

A headboard legs 2~" 2~" 52 ¥2" LP M* panel bottom trim ~· 1¥2" 59" p 2 

B footboard legs 2 ~" 2~" 26 ¥2" LP 2 N brackets ~· 2~" 8" p 4 

c headboard outer 
~· 2" 45~" stiles 

D footboard outer 
~· 2" 19~" stiles 

p 2 0 rails 1 ~" 6" 79" p 2 

p• upper rail trim ~· 1 ~" 79" p 2 
p 

Q lower rail trim ~· 2~" 79" p 2 

headboard and E footboard rails ~· 3" 55~· p 4 R support slats ~· 3¥2" 60%" p 4 

F headboard inner 
~· 2¥2" 40¥2" stiles 

p 2 
*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions. 

Materials key: LP-Iaminated poplar, P-poplar, MP-

G footboard inner 
~· stiles 2¥2" 14¥2" p maple plywood. 

Supplies: #8x2' F.H. screws (24), J.lx24' dowel. 
H headboard panels ~· 17%" 40¥2" MP Bits: ¥16' and J.l' brad-point bits;~· Forstner bit; J.l" cove, 

footboard panels ~· 17%" 14J.l" MP lit' and J.l' round-over,~· straight or spiral, and o/16' upcut 
spiral or straight router bits. 

J* cove trim ~· w 59" p 
Source 

K bottom caps ~· 3~" 67~" p Bed-rail fasteners: 6x~· heavy-duty wrought steel 
L top caps 

More Resources 
~ Find more bed plans for a small 

fee at woodmagazine.com/beds. 
~ Learn more about poplar at 

woodmagazine.com/poplar. 
~ Need to stock up on long clamps? 

Read our shop-tested reviews at 
woodmagazine.com/clampreviews. 

l 

~· 4Y2" 68lit" p bed-rail fastener set. no. 28597, $15.39, Rockier Wood-
working and Hardware, 800-279-4441, rockler.com. 

Cutting Diagram 

¥.. x 7'A x 96" Poplar (5.3 bd. ft.)(3 needed) 

oF) I (F} I "':] 
t~Pc~============~~~~QDm====~f¢=cG~>==~,~~ l 
¥.. x 7'A x 96" Poplar (5.3 bd. ft.) 

¥.. x 7'A x 60" Poplar (3.3 bd. ft.)(2 needed) 

M 

1.4 x 7'A x 72" Poplar (4 bd. ft.)(2 needed) 

1 'Ax 7'A x 96" Poplar (8 bd. ft.)(2 needed) 

® CD 

1 , 

~ ~~-------------- ~ ------------------~ 
N j ® ® 

'A x 48 x 96" Maple plywood 
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Start with the supports 

1 Begin by cutting the support stiles 
(A) and support rails (B) to size 

[Materials List, Drawing 1], along with 
two scraps the same thickness to help 

with router-table setups. Mount a W 
spiral upcut or straight bit in your router 
table, and position the fence to center 
the bit on the thickness of your scrap 
piece. Attach a stopblock to the router 

fence 1 W from the edge of the bit and 
cut a groove in one of the scraps to verify 
your setup [Photo A] . Then, rout the 
stopped mortises on the edge of the sup
port stiles [Drawing 2] . 

Clamp a stop block to your router-table fence to ensure you cut each stopped 
mortise to a consistent length. Check the setup on scrap pieces. 

To steady narrow work pieces such as this support rail (B) and prevent tear-out 
on susceptible end grain, guide the workpiece with a backer block. 
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SHOP TIP 
A rabbeting bit trumps 
saw blades for clean cuts 
Although you can cut all the tenons in 
this project with a standard or dado blade 
in your tablesaw, a rabbeting bit leaves 
behind a cleaner surface. You can easily 
change the tenon length by swapping 
the guide bearing. Use a large-diameter 
bearing for short tenons; smaller bearings 
for longer ones. A small cap screw, secured 
with a hex key, holds the bearing in place. 

2Testing your setup on scrap first, use a 
%" rabbeting bit to cut the tenons on 

the ends of the support rails (B) [Photo B, 
Shop Tip above]. Make your first pass with 
the bit set W above the table; then make 
a cut on the opposite face, leaving a W
thick tenon. Bandsaw away %" of each 
tenon's bottom edge [Drawing 2]. 

3Glue up the two support frames 
(A/B). After the glue dries, rout two 

%" rabbets along one end of both sup-

port frames [Photo C, Drawing 2]. Band
saw away %" of this tenon on both ends 
of the support frames. 

4 From W stock, cut four 4x4" blanks 
for the braces (C). Place the point of 

a compass on a corner of one blank and 
lay out a 3 W radius [Drawing 1]. Repeat 

D EXPLODED VIEW 

118 x 1 'A • F. H. screw 

for the other three braces. Bandsaw just 
outside the line; then, sand to the line. 

SOrient the braces with the end grain 
against the support stile (A); then, 

glue and screw the braces to the support 
frames (A/B) centered and flush with the 
shoulder of the tenon. 

EJroP AND BOTTOM SUPPORT 

Employ the same tenon-cutting technique used on the ends of the support 
rails (B) to form a tongue along one short edge of both support frames (A/B). 

woodmagulne.com 
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m 
Clamp stopblocks to your router-table fence 
11~"from the router bit. Begin the cut with the 
workpiece against one stop; end against the other. 

Next, build the back 

1 Glue up a panel (F) from W-thick 
stock. Cut the back stiles (D), back 

rails (E), and panel to size [Drawing 1]. 
Rout the tenons on the back rails [Draw
ing 3]. Adjust the fence and the bit height 
to cut the rabbets on both faces of the 
panel [Drawing 1]. 

Quick Tip/ If you plan to stain your sofa 
server, finish-sand the panel (F) and apply the 
stain now. Allow it to dry before assembly. 

2Reinstall the W spiral upcut or 
straight bit in your router table, and 

cut grooves centered on the inside edges 
of the back stiles (D) and back rails (E) 
[Drawing 3]. 

3 Apply glue to the back rail (E) tenons; 
then, assemble the back panel as em

bly (D/E/F). Don't get glue on the panel 
during assembly; it should float freely 
inside the frame. 

4After the glue dries, rout the stopped 
grooves in the back panel assembly 

(DIE/F) [Photo D, Drawing 3]. 

Assemble and finish the server 

1 Apply glue along a support frame 
(A/B) tongue and brace (C) edge; 

then clamp it to the back panel assem
bly (D/E/F) [Photo E]. Repeat for the 
other end of the sofa server. 

2Glue up a panel for the top (G) 
[Drawing 1]. Using your tablesaw, cut 

Cutting Diagram 

® 

To ensure a firm bond between all the assembled 
parts, apply clamping pressure to multiple points 
on the support assembly (A/8/C). 

The top will expand and contract with seasonal 
humidity change. So create room for the screws to 
move by rocking the bit when drilling pilot holes. 

22° bevels on all four edges, leaving a \18" 
shoulder at the top. Sand away machin
ing marks, drill holes for the top in the 
upper support assembly (A/B) [Photo F], 
and drive the screws to install the top. 

3 Finish-sand the sofa server to 220 
grit. Apply your choice of finish. We 

used three coats of satin water-based 
polyurethane. • 

® ® 
lAx S'h x 96" Oak (4 bd. ft.) *Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List. 
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IJBACK PANEL ASSEMBLY 

® 
Y4 ·thick tenons W long 

P.4"wide 

@ 

~· grooves 
~· deep 

F 

Produced by Nate Granzow with Brian Bergstrom 
Project design: Kevin Boyle 
Illustrations: Lorna Johnson 

Materials List 
FINISHED SIZE 

@ 

Part T W L Matl Qty 

A support stiles ~· 2" 15~· 0 4 

8 support rails ~· 2" s~· 0 4 

c braces ~· 4" 4" 0 4 

D back stiles ~· 2" 23W 0 2 

E backrails ~· 2" s~· 0 2 

F panel ~· s~· 20" EO 

G top ~· 14" 18~· EO 

Materials key: 0-oak, EO-edge-glued oak. 
Supplies: t8x1 ~· flathead screws (12). 
Bits: ~· straight or spiral upcut bit. rabbeting bit. 

~----~ 

More Resources 
..,.. For free tips on mastering glue-ups, see 

woodmagazine.com/glueuptricks. 
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See our top selling router tables, bits & jigs 
at MLCSwoodworking.com 

"Cabinet Making Set" 
Six 1/2'' shank carbide tipped router bits 
make classic kitchen and fine furniture 
cabinet raised panels and drawers. 

Undercuner #8389... II9.95 
Standard #8387.... II4-95 

"Route 6t?' 
66 piece carbide tipped router 
bit set includes straight, round over, 
chamfer, cove ... 30 total profiles! Wood 
storage box can be wall mounted. 
1/2" hank • ~8383............. 189.95 
1/ 4" hank • #6o83............. 189.95 

"sliding Table Top" 
Free Shipping! The Precison 
Router Table's large, smooth 
sliding, extruded aluminum top 
makes difficult routing easy and 
exact. Variable opening inserts 
in "rock solid" fixed cast-iron. 
Split fence & dust hood. 
49463 ......................... 469.95 

r-Boo-533-9298 
PROFESS!O!';AL ROUTER BID <Y>DWO RK!NC PRODUCTS 

"Don't Stand Stock On Edge" 
Rout wide stock FLAT on the table with tall bits in 
horizontal position! The Horizontal Benchtop Router 
Table is perfect for raised panels and mortise and 
tenon. The miterT-track accepts accessory tops. 

.___ _ #9767··························· 179·95 

"Tilting Top" 
Accessory top tilts up 
to 45". Create offset 
angles that cannot be 

cut on regular table. 
#9764-······ 59·95 

"Mortising Top" 
Accessory top. 
A safer and 

cut mortise 
and tenon joints. 
#9766 ....... 79·95 

"When Any Old Joint Won't Do ... " 
The Fast Joint ystem with matching templates makes creative, 
custom joinery simple. Includes the jig, joint templates, clamps, 
bushings and router bits. See the 20 Template et online. 

4 Template t i=94II ..... 169.95 • II Template et #9422 .... 269.95 

FREE SHIPPING! 
IN CONTIGUOUS USA • PO BOX 16S D~i. ! IV. PA. 1'1006 201 2 
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" designing thi project I noticed a 
trend among commercially made 
rai ed planters: Most have four 

thick, sturdy legs, with a box built 
around them. Tl1e legs eat up space 
in ide the box, and having tl1em inset 
from the sides makes a pla11ter look 
top-heavy. So I moved the leg to the 
corners outside the box. For added ele
gance, trim makes it appear that the 
side boards are captured in a frame. 
The trim, along with careful crew 
placement, al o hide the screwl!ead . 

I 11 ed 5/4 cedar decki11g for every
thillg except the leg, which are 4x4s. 
Cedar and weather-resistant glue (we 
used a Type 1 wood glue) will stand up 
to rain and un. Cypre s or redwood 
would also make a handsome, weather
resistant pla11ter. 

{;.t 
John Olson, Design Editor 
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Establish a framework 
Not Cedar, cypres , or redwood may have 
abo~·e-average moisture content wllm }'011 

buy it. As tile lumber dries, it l1rinks, so to 
avoid joi11ts that open up, stack tile lumber 
wit11 !4"- or W-tllick ticker betwem layers 
so air can reach all ide of it, and allow it 
to it for at least a week before be ilming 
co11 truction. 

1 From S/4 (1"-thick) material, rip and 
crosscut to size the bottom and top 

long rails (A, C), along with the bottom 
and top short rails (B, D) [Drawing 1; Cut
ting Diagram, page 49]. ave a couple of 
2 YI"-wide and 3"-wide cutoffs for setting 
up the table aw in the next step. 

2 In your tablesaw, set up a W dado 
blade and raise it 1 h" above the 

table. Position the rip fence 3 Yl" from 
the blade and cut a test half-lap joint in 
a pair of 3"-wide cutoffs [Photos A and B]. 
If the joint fits together nug with the 

top and bottom edge flush, cut half
laps in the ripped edges of the bottom 
long rails (A) and the unripped edges of 
the bottom short rails (B). 

3Lower the dado blade to 1W, test-cut 
a joint in the 2YI"-wide cutoffs, then 

cut the half-laps in the ripped edges of 
the top long rails (C) and the unripped 
edges of the top short rails (D). 

4Rout Yl" round-overs along one face 
of each end of the rails (A, B, C, D) 

[Shop Tip, rigllt]. 
Quick Tip! Save the router setup; you'll use 

it several more times on the project. 

SGlue together the bottom rails (A, B) 
and top rails (C, D) to make two rail 

as emblies [Photo C]. Make sure the 
ripped edges face the same way, and that 
the rounded-over ends on opposing rails 
face each other. 

6Taking small cuts to sneak up on a 
snug fit, cut the floor brace (E) to 
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Attach an extension to your miter gauge to back up the cut and steady the 
workpiece. Butt the end of the cutoff against the rip fence and cut a dado. 

Attach a %"-thick spacer to the rip fence, butt the test piece against it, and 
make another pass to widen the dado to 1". 

B 
Dry· fit the top rails (C, D) and bottom rails (A, B) 
so you orient all the pieces correctly. Then remove 
one short rail at a time and glue the rails together. 

SHOP TIP 
Group the rails for round-overs 
Eliminate chip-out by clamping four rails and 
a scrap together edge to edge with their ends 
flush, then routing the round-overs. Repeat 
for each end. 

length to fit between the bottom short 
rails (B) [Drawing 1]; then rip them to 
width, and screw them in place. Note: For 
all of tile screws in this project, drill YJ2" 
pilot lloles to prevent splitting. 

woodmag.z.ine.com 

#8x3" 
deck screws 

Fill out the framework 

1 Measure between the outside faces 
of the bottom long rails (A) and cut 

nine floor boards (F) to this length. On 
two of the floor boards, cut lxl" notches 

II FRAME 

\ 
1 1-W"-deep half-laps 

J ~v.· 
I 
c 

1" 

#8x3" 
deck screw 

on two corners [Drawing 2]. Center an 
unnotched floor board on the length of 
the bottom long rails and screw it in 
place [Shop Tip on page 48]. Position the 
notched floor boards flush with the out-
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(I) flush to the rails (A, C) at one centered 
between the ends. Space the remaining side boards evenly in the gaps. 

After drilling and countersinking the pilot holes, apply glue to the faces of the 
rails (A-D) and screw the legs (J) in place. 

" Slide the wide fillers (H) into the gaps between the top and bottom long rails 
(A, C). Then, attach the narrow fillers (G). 

To allow the side boards (I) to expand and contract, apply glue to only the 

side faces of the bottom long and short 
rails (A, B) and screw them in place. 
Evenly space three floor boards between 
the center board and notched boards 
and screw them in place. 

EJcARCASE 
EXPLODED VIEW 

48 

center 2" of each side board; then clamp the trim (K, L, M, N) in place. 

2Cut the narrow fillers (G), wide fillers 
(H), and the side boards (I) to size 

[Drawing 2]. Rout a W round-over along 
one edge of each filler. Clamp the narrow 
fillers (G) between the bottom and top 

SHOP TIP 
How to set up your cup 
Orient the floor boards (F), and later the side 
boards (I), so any cup faces the floor braces 
(E) or the rails (A-D). This prevents water 
from pooling on the top face of the floor 
boards and provides a flatter, less-scalloped 
appearance for the side boards. 

0 

0 
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IJEXPLODED VIEW 

short rails (B, D) to serve as spacers [Photo 
D]. Not•: Tile ripped edges of the rail should 
face up. With this assembly on its side, 
check that the top and bottom rail assem
blies (A/B, C/D) align; then begin screw
ing the side boards to the long rails (A, C). 
Attach the remaining side boards to the 
other three sides. Remove the fillers. 

Cutting Diagram 
c 

A 

3Cut the legs 0) 
to length and 

working on one cor
ner at a time, clamp 
a leg to the exterior 
corner created by the rail assemblies 
(A-D) [Photo E]. Drill pilot holes and 
glue and screw the legs to the rails. 

D 
B 

1 x S'h x 96' Cedar (2x6) (2 needed) 

Produced by 
Craig RuRgsRgg~r 
With 
Brian B~rgstrom 

Project design: 
John Olson 

Illustrations: 
lorna Johnson 

woodmaguine.com 

E 
1 x S'h x 96' Cedar (2x6) (2 needed) 

3'h x 3'h x 96' Cedar (4x4) (2 needed) 

M N 

1 x S'h x 96' Cedar (2x6) 

@ ® 
1 x S'h x 96' Cedar (2x6) (2 needed) 

Quick Tip/ Drill the pilot holes within W' of 
the face of the side boards (1). The trim (K, L, M, 
N) applied in the next step then hides the 
screwheads. 

4Glue and clamp the narrow fillers 
(G) and wide fillers (H) to the legs 0) 

[Photo F, Drawing 3]. Cut the top and bot
tom long and short trim (K, L, M, N) to 
size. Rout a W round-over along one 
edge of each trim piece. Glue and clamp 
the trim to the side boards (I) flush with 
their ends and with the round-overs fac
ing each other [Photo G). After the glue 
dries, rout W round-overs on the top 
inside edges of the top rail assembly 
(C/D) [Drawing 3]. 

SMiter-cut the long edging (0) and 
short edging (P) to size [Drawing 3]. 

Cut #20 biscuit slots in the miters, apply 
glue, insert biscuits, and clamp the 
frame, checking the assembly for square 
and flatness. After the glue dries, rout W 
round-overs along the top inside and 
outside edges of the edging. 

6Sand all surfaces to 150 grit and 
apply a weather-resistant finish. (We 

brushed on three coats of a penetrating 
oil finish.) After the finish cures fully, if 
you intend to fill the box with soil, line 
the planter with landscape fabric and 
staple it in place. If you plan to use con
tainers in the planter, skip the landscape 
fabric. Screw the edging assembly (0/P) 
to the top trim (M, N), centered side-to
side and front-to-back. • 

Materials List 
fiNISHED SIZE 

Part T W L Matl Qt) 

A bottom long rails 1' 3" srn· c 2 

B bottom short 1' 3' 30' c 2 rails 

c top long rails 1' 2~' srn· c 2 

D top short rails 1" 2~' 30' c 2 

E floor braces 1' 3" 491-'l' c 2 

F floor boards 1' s~· 24' c 9 

G narrow fillers 1' 3' 12' c 4 

H wide fillers 1" 4' 12' c 4 

sideboards 1' sw 1714' c 26 

legs 31-'l' 31-'l' 36' c 4 

K bottom long trim 1' 3' 491-'l' c 2 

l bottom short 1' 3' 22' c trim 

M top long trim 1' 2~' 49~' c 2 

N top short trim 1" 2W 22" c 2 

0 long edging 1" sw sm· c 2 

p short edging 1' s~· 32~' c 2 

Materials key: C -cedar. 
Supplies: #8x1 ~· exterior deck screws (176), 18x3" exte-
rior deck screws (56), 120 biscuits (4). 
Blade and bits: Dado blade; ~· round-over bit; fu' drill bit 
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LOOSE-TENON JOINT 

Also known as floating tenons, this joinery method fea
tures a piece of wood-the tenon-inserted into 
matching mortises, as shown above, and it's just as 

strong as a joint made with integral tenons, shown above 
right. Loose-tenon joinery trumps traditional mortise-and
tenon construction in the following ways: 
..,. With a plunge router, you can rout mortises in long, wide, 
or thick workpieces too unwieldy to place on a mortiser or 
drill-press table. {That's why we used loose-tenon joinery for 
the Traditional Bed on page 34.} 
..,. By using one bit, you create consistently sized mortises 
with clean, smooth walls for the best gluing surface. And you 
eliminate the fuss of custom-fitting each tenon to a bored
out or chiseled mortise . 
..,. You can make surplus loose-tenon stock in common sizes 
and keep it on hand for future projects, saving setup time. 
And you can make this stock from scrapwood that might 
otherwise be tossed out. 
..,. Because you don't have to allow extra length on work pieces 
for the integral tenons, you make more efficient use of 
furniture-grade material. 

What you need to get started 
..,. A plunge router with enough power-at least 1 Y2 hp-to 
rout mortises in hardwoods . 
..,. An upcut spiral bit, typically no larger in diameter than 
one-third the thickness of the stock you'll be mortising. (See 
Make wise bit choices at right.) 
..,. A jig for guiding the router on your workpieces. Although 
you can rout mortises using your router's edge guide, our jigs 
work better because they trap the bit, keeping it from acciden
tally wandering. 
..,. A guide bushing, larger than the bit diameter and sized to 
fit the slot on your jig. Because you'll seldom make mortises 
larger than W wide, W and W bushings typically work best. 
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TRADITIONAL MORTISE-AND-TENON JOINT 

Make wise bit choices 
We recommend upcut spiral bits for mortising because they plunge 
easily into wood, cut without grain tear-out when sharp, and the 
upward-angled flutes pull chips out of the mortise for cooler cutting. 
A downcut spiral bit pushes the chips deeper into the mortise, 
creating more heat and potentially dulling the bit quicker. 

A straight bit can also be a good choice if you get one made for 
plunge cutting. This design has shear-cutting bevels at its tip (bottom 
left). Straight bits without this feature (bottom right) trap tiny "islands" 
of wood between the carbide tips, preventing the bit from plunging 
straight down . 

Upcut spin1l bit 

Plunging straight bit 

Downcut spirill bit 

Common strilight bit 

The nonconnected 
cutters create this 
burnt "island." 
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Mark the center of the mortise on your workpiece, then align the jig's witness 
marks to that centerline. Pivot the clamping blocks to capture the workpiece. 

As shown in this setup, you can rout mortises offset from the center of the 
workpiece. To change the offset, simply reposition the clamping block. 

Make a mortising jig 
Two types of shop-made jigs work great 
for plunge-mortising: self-centering and 
fixed-placement. First, let's take a look at 
a self-centering jig that, as its name sug
gests, automatically centers mortises 
across the thickness (or width) of your 
workpiece. The one shown at rigllt cen
ters mortises on stock up to 31.4". 

When building the jig, cut the slot to 
the length of your mortise plus the 
difference between the bit and guide 
bushing diameters. For example, if 
you're making a W-wide by 2"-long 
mortise using a%" guide bushing, make 
your slot%" wide and 2!.11" long, centered 
on the witness marks (lines bisecting 
the width and length of your jig tem
plate). Cut the slot carefully so the guide 
bushing moves along it smoothly and 
without any side-to-side play. 

To use this jig, position it on your 
workpiece, as shown top left. Install in 
your router the bit that matches the 
tenon thickness you want, set the plunge 
depth, and rout the mortise in 1.4"-deep 
increments. 

An easy-to-make, fixed-placement jig 
lets you rout mortises at a specific dis
tance from the workpiece edge, as shown 
top right. Like the self-centering jig, it has 
a slot for a guide bushing, but has just 
one clamping block screwed to the tem
plate, parallel to the long edge and 
square to the template's face. 
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Note: Snug the screws 
just enough to allow 
the tie bars to pivot. 

'h x 6 x 1 o· Plywood 
template 

~·holes, 
countersunk on top 

BAR DETAIL 

Hardwood 
clamping 

blocks 
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Using a round-over bit slightly larger than half your stock's thickness-%" for 
this ~"-thick blank-round the edges, creating arch-shaped edges. 

Now make the loose tenons 
Use only hardwoods for tenon stock because softwoods lack 
the strength needed. For best results, choose straight-grain 
boards with no knots or defects. Quick Tip: Use sapwood cutoffs 
from cherry and walnut to make loose tenons. Although colored differ
ently, this wood has the same strength and traits of the heartwood. 

Begin by planing tenon stock to a thickness equal to the 
width of your mortise. The fit should be snug enough to keep 
the tenon in a mortise when tipped upside down, but still 
allow you to pull it out easily by hand. If you don't have a 
planer, rip tenon stock to thickness on your tablesaw. 

ow, rip the tenon blanks to width, equal to the full length 
of the mortise. Next, round the edges on a router table, as 
shown above. Finally, crosscut the individual tenons to length, 
and ease the crisp ends of the tenons, as shown below. 

Plane or sand a slight chamfer on the tenon ends so they slip easily into the 
mortises and scrape less glue from the mortise walls. 

woodm•g•zine.com 

The "pointed" edges of the tenons register against the rounded ends of the 
mortises while creating space for excess glue to collect. 

Tips for loose-tenon assembly 
Because this method requires applying glue to twice as many 
mortises as integrated-tenon joinery, it's best to cut the job in 
half. Start by gluing tenons into mortises on project parts that 
form one-half of joints, as shown below. There's no need to 
clamp snug-fitting tenons on this half. With that done, glue 
and clamp the remainder of the joints. • 
Produced by Bob Hunter with John Olson and Kevin Boyle 

More Resources 
Ill> Need help choosing a plunge router? Read reviews at 
toolreviews.woodmagazine.com 
Ill> FREE Video: Shop-tested loose-tenon joinery tools: 
woodmagazine.com/loosetenon 

After coating the mortise walls and lower tenon faces with glue, tap the tenon 
into the mortise with a mallet until it bottoms out. 
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Timber-frame 
• at ox 
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ost 
Here's a way to try your hand at tim

ber framing without having to build 
sometl1ing as large as a bam or 

pergola. You'll wt and chop morti es and 
teno11 in the time-lwnored way, though 
with some l1elp from power tools to ease the 
work. And building it won't cost much 
because all you need is pressure-treated lum
ber from the home center. So grab a mallet 
and some sharp chisels, and set to work! 

Nate Granzow, General-Interest Editor 

Mill the four parts 
Notft: Treated lumber usually has high 
moisture content, preventing finish 
ab orption and promi ing dramatic wood 
shrinkage. So stack your lumber, allowing 
air to circulate on all ide , and let it sit for 
at least a week before you begin work. Also, 
wear a re pirator and ensure your shop is 
well ~·entilated when cutting or milling 
pre sure-treated lumber to avoid inlwlin 
tile dust. 

1 Cut the post (A) to length from 6x6 
stock [Materials List, page 57]; then, cut 

the box arm (B) and back arm (C) to 
length from 4x6 material. Lay out the 
angles of the brace (D) and the brace ten
ons on a 2x8 board [Drawing 1, Photo A]. 

otft: Use a 1Axlx<IS" fairing stic to mark tile 
curved edge. Cut the brace to size. 

Lay out angles using a marker and rafter square; 
then, clamp the square in place as a guide for your 
circular saw when cutting the angled ends. 
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D PARTSVIEW 

SIDE VIEW 1 x 8" mortise 3" deep 

r K:§'----L-1 T-eno--lo IJ S'h" W hole 
l~__L_ _ _ ..____~ 

Tenon 

Use a marking gauge to quickly and accurately lay 
out the tenons, and later, the mortises. You can run 
a pencil in the scribe mark to make it more visible. 

Pare across the grain to prevent your chisel blade 
from following the grain and cutting too deeply. 
Use the blade kerfs as a depth reference. 

-octm gulne.com 

~~---14'h"---~ 

TOP VIEW 

5%" 

1" tenon 

2 X S'h" 
through 
mortise 

¥a" hole 

72" 

27" ® 

2Lay out the tenons on the box arm 
(B) and back arm (C) [Drawing 1]. 
~: Tile box- an back-arm tenons are 

offset to fit alongside eacl1 other inside tile 
post (A) mortise. Mark W shoulders on 
the brace (D) tenons [Drawing 2, Photo B). 

3Checking your setup on scrap, set 
your circular-saw blade to cut W 

···-------·-----' ' . 
~ .... ~o. ........................ . ® 

TOP VIEW 

IJ EXPLODED VIEW 

deep. Cut repeated kerfs across the 
marked tenons on the brace (D), and 
then pare away the waste with a wide 
chisel [Photo C). Reset the blade depth to 
cut the tenons on the box arm (B) and 
back arm (C). 

4Lay out and bore the upper mortise 
in the post (A) using a drill and an 
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Drawbore Pinning 101 
By slightly offsetting the dowel holes 
in the post and the tenons, driving 
the dowels pulls the pieces together 
tightly-effectively locking them in place 
without the need for glue. Known as a 
drawbore-pinned joint, this technique will 
keep your mailbox post solid for years. 
Because the pressure-treated lumber in 
this project has high moisture content, use 
kiln-dried dowels for pegs. Though the 
pressure-treated lumber dries and shrinks, 
the already-dry pegs won't-giving your 
joinery an especially secure hold. 

auger bit [Drawing 2, Photo D]. Keep the 
drill bit just inside the layout lines and 
run the drill at a slow speed for added 
control. Square up the mortise walls with 
a chisel [Photo E]. 

SBore holes in the post (A) for dowels, 
placing a scrap backer block inside 

the mortise and another beneath the 
post to prevent blowout [Photo F]. 

Begin assembly 

1 Insert the box-arm (B) and back-arm 
(C) tenons into the post (A) mortise 

to test, and correct the fit if necessary 
[PhotoG]. 

2Because the faces of the 6x6 lumber 
used for the post (A) may not be per

fectly flat, scribe and carefully trim the 
tenon shoulders with a chisel [Photo H]. 
This eliminates any gaps that may exist 
between the box arm (B) or back arm (C) 
and the post. Dry-assemble these parts. 

3Transfer the brace (D) tenon loca
tions to the post (A) and box arm (B) 

[Photo 1]. Using a square, transfer the 
lines to the center of the post and box 
arm to locate the brace mortises. Bore 
out the mortises, squaring and cleaning 
up the mortise walls with a chisel. Dry
assemble all parts to check for fit. Bore 
peg holes in the post and box arm [Draw
ing 2], again using backers to prevent 
tear-out. 
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As you bore from each side, angle the bit slightly 
inward toward the center to leave material for fine 
tuning the tenon's fit inside the mortise. 

Bore holes perpendicular to the post (A) by 
positioning a small square nearby and keeping the 
bit parallel to it while drilling. 

Rest your pencil on the post (A) and draw it evenly 
around all four sides of each arm (8, C); then, pare 
to the line with a chisel to achieve a tight fit. 

4Transfer the peg-hole locations to the 
box-arm (B) and back-arm (C) tenons 

[Photo J]. Then, relocate the marked hole 
centers on the box-arm and back-arm 
tenons W' toward the tenon shoulders. 
(See Drawbore Pinning 101 , top left.) Bore 

After chiseling away the more-stubborn cross 
grain, tackle the long grain-starting each cut with 
the blade flush with the edge of the bored holes. 

With the back-arm tenon (C) inserted fully into the 
post's (A) upper mortise, scribe the box-arm (8) 
tenon against it and trim for a precise fit. 

Place the brace (D) tenons squarely and tightly 
against the post (A) and box arm (8); then, mark 
their locations. 

the holes in the tenons. Repeat this pro
cess for the brace (D) tenons. 

SFollowing the pattern on the next 
page, bandsaw the ends of the box 

arm (B) and back arm (C) to shape and 
sand smooth. 
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Draw the joints tight with a clamp; then place the 
auger bit into the holes in the post (A) and tap it 
with a mallet to mark the peg-hole locations. 

Final assembly 

1 Insert the brace (D) tenon into the 
box-arm (B) mortise. Sharpen one 

end of two 4W-Iong pegs (as shown 

woodmegazine.com 

®,© 
BOX AND BACK ARMS 
FULL-SIZE PATTERN 

(2 needed) 

A well-fitted joint should slide together with hand 
pressure only-if you must use a mallet, protect 
the project by striking against a piece of scrap. 

More Resources 

... For a free, downloadable marking
gauge plan, see 
woodmagazine.com/freegauge . 

... For tips on making your own 
dowels, visit 
woodmagazme.com •makedowels . 

... For mailbox mounting guidelines, 
check out 
woodmagazine.com/mailboxguide. 

Materials List 
fiNISHED SIZE 

above right) and drive them into the peg 
holes with a mallet. Cut them off with a 
handsaw; then sand them flush. Insert 
the brace assembly {B/D) into the post 
(A) mortises [Photo K] and likewise pin 
the bottom of the brace to the post with 
two sharpened 6W-Iong pegs. 

Part T W l Mdtl Qty 

2 Insert the back arm (C) into the post 
(A) mortise and drive the last two 

6W-Iong pegs through the post, back 
arm, and box arm (B). 

3Apply several coats of water-repellent 
preservative to the mailbox post. Get

ting the finish applied to your project 
soon after completion, especially on end 
grain, helps to prevent checking. • 

A post sw sw 72' 

B box arm 3¥2" SY.!" 29¥2" 

c back arm 3¥2" SY.!" 14~' 

D brace 1¥2" 7W 42~6· 

Materials key: PT- Pressure-treated pine. 
Bit: ~· auger drill bit. 
Supplies: ~x36' oak dowel. 

Produced by Mitt Gruzow with Jolin Olson 
Project design: John Olson 
Illustrations: Lon~~ Johnson 

PT 

PT 

PT 

PT 
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As your collection of woodworking 
machines grows, so does the 
amount of sawdust you create, 

and with it, the nuisance of rolling a 
portable dust collector from machine to 
machine. On the other hand, a dust col
lector that service your entire shop 
through a system of fixed ductwork 
saves you that hassle, keep your shop 
cleaner, and, with good filtration, 
reduces the amount of airborne dust 
that can damage your health. To collect 
debris through a duct network without 
clogging, a collector needs to generate at 
least 800 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of 
airflow. But what type of collector-see 
the sidebar on the next page-and which 
models do the job be t? To find out, we 
tested a variety of machines capable of 
handling a full-shop duct system. Here's 
what you need to know. 

Job one: gather the dust 
These machines work best when hooked 
to a 6"-8" duct network. o we tested 
each collector's suction ability by mea
suring its airflow through 6"-diameter 
duct, the inlet size for four of the test 
units. Using a pitot tube (velocity meter) 
and manometer (pressure gauge), we 
measured each unit's airflow (CFM) at 
various levels of resistance, measured in 

Experts deliver tech knowledge 
with an eye for woodworking 
To deliver the most fair and accurate testing 
results, we hired Tom Brumback and Doug 
Ley, two woodworkers who earn their living 
as engineers with a major agricultural seed 
company. They helped us procure the right 
testing equipment and knew how to use it to 
analyze the performance of the collectors 
under real-shop conditions. 

Tom Brumback Doug Ley 
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Learn to tell dust collectors apart 
A single-stage dust collector sucks dust and 
chips directly into its impeller, the fan that 
generates airflow. The impeller then blows that 
debris into the "containment• portion of the 
machine. Heavier chips settle into the bottom 
bag or bags, while fine dust gets forced up into 
the top filter, a fabric bag or pleated canister. As 
the air passes through the filter, most dust 
becomes trapped inside. Single-stage collectors 
have either two bags/canisters (1 10 volts) or four 
bags/canisters (220 volts), sell for less than most 

Single-stage dust collector with 2 bags 

two-stage cyclones, and work great if adequately 
equipped with efficient filters and hose/duct 
setups. But because everything passes through 
the impeller, large pieces, such as knots, small 
cutoffs, nails, or screws, can damage the fan, 
bags, or hose. 

A two-stage dust collector, also known as a 
cyclone, routes dust-laden air through a 
cone-shaped cylinder that slows the air velocity 
and separates the heavier debris into a collection 
drum before it can get to the fan. The fine dust 

Single-stage dust collector with dual canister filters 

that remains airborne passes harmlessly through 
the impeller and into the filter, typically a pleated 
canister. Cyclones usually require 220 volts and 
either a wall-mount bracket or floor stand, but 
some smaller, portable units run on 110volts and 
work best with short lengths (20' or less) of duct 
or flex-hose. 

Two-stage cyclone dust collector 

Colleding the dust proves the first half of the battle 
Powennatk ---~--. 

PM1900TX-CK1 Required CFM for best performance with a duct network 

2-Bag + 2 Canisters 

••Grizzly 
G0440 Cyclone 

- Grizzly 
G0562Z 
2-Bag + 2 Canisters 

••• JDS 
Dust-Force 2500 4-Bag 
General Int. 
1G-2104-Bog 

-Penn State 
Tempest 14255 Cyclone 
Oneida 
V-System 3000 Cyclone 

Delta 
5o-7614-Bog 
Laguna 
MDC0560 Portable Cyclone 
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To see which collectors 
provide enough air
flow for your system, 
calculate the total 
static-pressure loss of 
your ductwork, find 
that figure on the left
hand column, and then 
draw a line across the 
chart at that level. 
Any collector with a 
performance arc above 
that line in the shaded 
area would be suitable. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 

inches of static-pressure (SP) Joss. This 
method simulates the resistance that 
results from adding elbows, increasing 
duct length, and changing duct diame
ter to any shop duct network. From 
these figures, we generated fan curves, 
above, to demonstrate each collector's 
performance in increasingly challeng
ing shop settings. 

Standard Airflow (CFM) 

All but one unit we tested easily 
achieved the required 800 CFM while 
overcoming at least 5W' of SP loss. That's 
what it takes to power a typical shop 
ceiling-mounted ductwork setup with a 
25' main 6" trunk with three 90° elbows, 
four 45° elbows, and five 4" duct and 
flex-hose drops to machines. Laguna's 
MDC0560-0145 portable cyclone, which 

overcame just 4" of SP loss at 800 CFM, 
would perform favorably if placed in a 
more central location with duct runs no 
longer than 15' and no more than four 
machine drops. 

In order to select a dust collector for 
your shop, first calculate the amount of 
static-pressure Joss your planned or 
existing ductwork will create. To do this, 
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Buildup inside filters 
helps trap dust better 

Better 
suction/ 

worse 
filtration Thinner cake 

Filter medium 

Contrary to what you might think, dust· 
collection filters actually perform at their worst 
when brand new. That's because trapped dust 
particles in the filter medium, called a dust 
cake, actually prevent larger particles from 
slipping through. But this also tends to reduce 
airflow because it forces air to pass through 
a thicker barrier. To improve suction that's 
dropped below your "normal" standard, knock 
the dust loose from the filters; if you're getting 
adequate suction, leave the filters alone. 

download a free article with step-by-step 
instructions at woodmagazine.com/ 
wholeshopdc. Once you've calculated 
the total SP loss, find a collector that will 
overcome that much resistance while 
maintaining at least 800 CFM. 

Delta 50-761, $1 ,000 
800·223-7278, deltamachinery.com 

The only single-stage collector with its motor and 
impeller not positioned on the base, but rather at the 
height midpoint the 50-761 demonstrated less airflow 
than all but one other unit. Because of this design, 
you'll have to add an additional90• fitting to hook up 
ceiling-mounted duct, adding more resistance. 
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Trapping the dust in the filter means you won't breathe it 
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Oneida 
V-System 3000 Cyclone 

-Penn State 
Tempest 142SS Cyclone 
Powermatic 
PM1900THK1 
2-Bog + l Canisters 
Laguna 
MOC0560 Portable Cyclone 

- General Int. 
1()..2104-Bog 

•• Grizzly 
G0440 Cyclone 

... JDS 
Dust-Force 2500 4-Bag 

- Grizzly 
G05622 
2-Bag + l Canisters 

•• Delta 
5()..7614-Bag 

2 3 4 

••••••••••• • • •••••••••••• .. .. . ~ •• ••• 

'--. ---.... . '---.... . .... . .... __ _ 
I --• • • • 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Number of passes sanding 12" x 48" MDF sheets 

Although all of the filters meet industrial regulatory air-quality standards, those that keep 
airborne particle counts low allow you to work in the shop longer without discomfort. 

So the lower and flatter the collector's performance line, the better the air quality will be. 

Now return clean air to the shop 
All the test models have filter bags or 
canisters rated to trap nearly all dust 
particles 2 microns or larger in size. To 
test each collector's filtering ability, we 
first "seasoned" all the filters by sucking 

-- ~ Generallnternatlonal10-210, $870 
888-949-1161, general.ca 

The 10·210 sports a good combination of airflow and 
filtration. It has an adjustable vane inside the plenum 
(the curvy Y-shaped discharge chute) to let you control 
the flow of debris into each bag.lt comes with two 
extra plastic collection bags. 

up MDF dust to fully load the filter 
media, replicating filter performance 
months or years down the road. This 
built up a layer of dust inside the filter 
known as a dust cake. (See the illustra
tion above left to understand the role a 

-Grizzly G0562Z, $675 
800-523-4777, grizzly.com 

The GOS62Z moves dust nicely, but with the most leaks 
around welds, connections, and bag rims of any test 
unit, it also sent much of the fine dust back into the air. 
Made of the lightest-gauge steel among the group, 
this machine displays more wobble than others when 
moving around the shop. 
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dust cake plays in a filter.) With that 
accomplished, we sanded MDF sheets
for material consistency-with a drum 
sander, and used a digital particulate 
meter to measure the number of dust 
particles larger than 1 micron floating in 
the shop air during and after each pass. 

As shown in the chart at left, the Oneida 
V-System 3000 cyclone did the best job at 
trapping dust particles during use. The 
Penn State Tempest cyclone, Powermatic, 
General International 10-210, and Laguna 
all performed well, too. 

To help interpret these filtration 
data, we shared our test results with 
Patrick O'Shaughnessy, a professor in the 
University of Iowa's Department of 
Occupational and Environmental 
Health. Patrick told us that all of the air
quality measurements shown are within 
the acceptable limits established by the 
National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH). However, 
our testers observed more throat and 
nasal irritation when testing the four 
units that demonstrated a steep rise in 
particle counts, as shown in the chart. 
Patrick also cautions that the perfor
mance of each collector could likely 
change-but still be relative from 
machine to machine-based on differ
ent shop conditions and the amount 
and length of work you do without 

Grizzly G0440, $1,375 
800-523-4777, grizzly.com 

This collector has the largest footprint of all the test 
machines. Its pulley-operated up-and-down filter 
cleaner worked well.lt was loudest in the test. and 
so-so on dust containment A small hose connects to 
the drum, providing suction to draw the disposable 
liner against the sidewalls, helping the bag fill better. 

So how big is a micron? 
The dust-collection industry and health 
regulatory agencies measure air particles 
by microns. One micron equals .001 
millimeter-far too small to see without 
magnification. By comparison, human hair 
typically measures about 40-60 microns in 
diameter. Dust particles smaller than 30 
microns-most of them nearly invisible
can remain airborne for about 30 minutes 
before settling, so it's important to trap 
them before they get into the air. And 
some woodworkers are more sensitive to 
dust from different wood species, such as 
western red cedar, walnut, sassafras, and 
imported varieties, so for them clean air 
proves even more critical. 

clearing the air or leaving the shop to let 
dust settle. 

But the filter media isn't necessarily 
the main source for dusty air. Leaks on a 
collector can also contribute signifi
cantly to the particle count. We found 
leaks around bag rims (shown above 
right), spot welds, and unsealed joints on 
all but the Laguna and Oneida machines. 
We patched these leaks by adding foam 
weather stripping around bag rims, and 
silicone caulking on other visible leaks. 
This improved the air-quality reading 
with each fix, but will need to be moni-

--

JDS Dust-Force 2500, $970 
800-480-7269, jdstools.com 

,. -

Made with heavy-duty components, the Dust-Force 
2500 does a good job of collecting dust Although we 
sealed leaks around the bag rims with foam weather 
stripping, fine dust continued to escape into the shop 
air. If you prefer more-efficient canister filters, get this 
machine in that configuration for a $400 upcharge. 

Band clamps don't always form a tight seal when 
securing a bag, which is usually oversize, to the 
machine's rim, creating a dust leak under pressure. 

tared and maintained over time. And, a 
collector's high air velocity can force 
dust particles, especially those smaller 
than 3 microns, through the filter if air 
pressure in the filter is too great. 

Finally, dump the dust 
When the collection drum or bags fill 
with debris, you should be able to empty 
them without creating a dust cloud. 
Unfortunately, that's seldom the case. 
The Grizzly and Laguna cyclones make 
this easiest with steel drums on casters 
that conveniently roll out from under 

L•gun• MDC0560-0145, $1 ,349 
800-234-1976, lagunatools.com 

A compact, portable cyclone with limited suction 
ability, this machine ran the quietest. filtered dust well, 
and its drum proved easy to dump when full. (A wire 
screen sits inside the disposable bag to help it fill to 
capacity.) Its radio-frequency remote control lets you 
start the collector without aiming directly at it 
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With this Grizzly G0440 and the Laguna, you empty 
the chips and dust by removing a disposable 
plastic bag inside the roll-out drum. 

their separators, as shown above. Penn 
State and Oneida have casterless fiber 
drums that proved more difficult to 
remove from the separator because of a 
short length of connecting flex-hose that 
must be compressed and the limited 
space in which to lift the lid. Shortening 
the hose an inch or so improved this. 

The single-stage collectors all use dis
posable plastic bags, and all but the Delta 
have about twice the storage capacity of 
the cyclones' drums. (Oneida sells an 
optional 55-gallon drum; ours was 35.) 
But removing those bags from the 
machines often results in dust spilled on 
the floor and spewed into the air. 

Oneida Air Systems V-System 3000, $1,595 
800-732-4065, oneida-air.com 

With the smoothest-running impeller, heaviest-gauge 
steel, best overall frt and finish, and superior dust 
filtration, this 3-hp cyclone was the cream ofthe crop. 
Another plus: It's second-quietest below the threshold 
of potential hearing loss (85 dB). An optional wall-mount 
kit would improve access to the collection drum. 
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DUST COLLECTORS SUITABLE FOR A ONE-MAN SHOP 

MANUFACTURER MODEL 

Penn State Tempest TEMP1425S, $1,355 
800-377-7297, pennstateind.com 

At 94' tall, this Tempest managed to just fit under our 
8' ceiling. It delivers a great combination of airflow 
and filtration, but an impeller that rattles and shakes 
when coasting down and a filter cleanout that's at
tached with just silicone causes us concerns about the 
machine's longevity and future maintenance. 

PERFORMANCE RATINGS (1) 
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2. (B) 2 filter bags, 2 collection bags 
(C) Stationary cyclone 
(F) 2 canister filters, 2 collection bags 
(P) Portable cyclone 

G 
Powermatic PM1900TX-CK1, $1 ,300 
800-274-6848, powermatic.com 

With an 8" inlet and the best suction of the group, 
this machine provides lots of options for setting up 
a ductwork system. It's well-built with heavy-duty 
features and nice touches, such as an electronic starter 
with remote, a base wide enough to support bags full 
of chips and dust. and handles for easier maneuvering. 
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CENTRAL-COLLECTION SYSTEM 

IMPELLER DIMENSIONS ACCESSORIES (4) 
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12 s 1 30 6 4"x3 I 57x19x87 A 

12 A 2 I 83 6 4"x3 60x32Ylx76 I A,C 

m~ s 1 73 7 4"x3 58x32x71 I A 

13Yc s 1 I 84 8 4"x3 55x21x75 c 
14 I s 2 75 8 4"x3 60x30x72 R I 

14Yl s 2 35 7 NONE 59x3mx93Yc F, R, S A,N 

14Yl I s 1 29 6 4"x2 36x26x74 R,S 

14 A 0.5 35 6 NONE 50x30x84Yl D,F,N I A,R,S,W 

14 A 0.5 26 7 7" to 6" 58x26Ylx94 D,F A 

3. (A) Aluminum 4. (A) Ductwork, flex-host, and fittings 5. (Q China 
(5) Steel (Q 1-micron canister filters (T) Taiwan 

(D) Fiber collection drum (U) United States 
(F) Floor stand 
(N) Noist reducer 
(R) Remote-control starter 
(S) Steel collection drum 

(W) Wall-mount kit 

Two types, two good choices 
When making a decision on which mod
els to recommend, we put the most 
emphasis on airflow and filtration. We 
could not identify a clear advantage for 
one type of collector versus the other: 
The two best machines-one single
stage unit and one cyclone-would be 
welcome additions to any shop. That's 
why we awarded two models our Top 
Tool award. 

If you have or plan a duct system that 
demands high airflow to overcome 
static-pressure loss, then get the single
stage Powermatic PM1900TX-CK1. It 
delivered the most airflow, ranked near 

oodmagazlne.com 

the top in fine-particle filtration, and has 
nearly twice the chip-storage capacity of 
the cyclones. 

If you don't require that much airflow 
but desire greater filtration ability, then 
go for the Oneida V-System 3000 
cyclone. It proved best in our test at trap
ping dust, and its airflow should support 
a duct system for most typical home 
shops. The Oneida made an impression 
on us with its high-quality components, 
such as heavy-gauge steel and the 
smoothest-running impeller in the test, 
and seems best suited to stand up to 
years of use. • 
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84 81 5 c $1,000 

87 83 2 T 870 

87 84 1 c 675 

86 84 1 T 970 

86 84 5 T 1,300 

90 88 1 c $1,375' 

77 73 1 T 1,349 

79 77 1 I u 1,595t 

84 82 5 c I 
1,355* 

Prices current at time of article production and 
do not include shipping, where applicable. 
(*) $1,150 without optional floor stand (H7499) 
(t) $1,S60 without optional floor stand but with 35-gallon 

fiber drum; or $1,623 with optional 55-gallon fiber 
drum and floor stand 

(t) $1,095 without optional floor stand (TEMSTAND2) 

More Resources 

"" Learn more about how to choose a 
dust collector for your shop at 

oodmagazine.com 'choosedc. 

"" Read editor and user reviews of these 
dust collectors and others, as 
well as accessories to improve the 
performance of your machines, 
at tool reviews woodmagazine.com. 
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HARBO FREI 
Ouall'ty Tools at Ridiculously LOW Prices 

FACTORY DIREC 

How does Harbor Freight Tools sell high 
quality tools at such ridiculously low 
prices? We buy direct from the factories 
who also supply the major brands and 
sell direct to you. It's just that simple! 
See for yourself at one of our 400 
Stores Nationwide and use this 20% Off 
Coupon on one of our 7,000 products• , 
plus pick up a Free 1" x 25 Ft. Tape 
Measure, a $5.99 value. We stock 
Shop Equipment, Hand Tools, Tarps, 
Compressors, Air & Power Tools, 
Woodworking Tools, Welders, Tool 
Boxes, Generators, and much more. 
• Over 20 Million Satisfied Customers! 
• 1 Year Competitor's Low Price Guarantee 
• No Hassle Return Policy! 
• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
• Over 400 Stores Nationwide 

2 HP INDUSTRIAL 
5 MICRON DUST 

COLLECTOR 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: REG. PRICE $5.99 1 
I UIIIT 1 • Only Mlloblo " quBfylno """""um purtha$0 (ll!Ciudos g ft value) I oxtendtd SIMCI plans 0< on 
1 Coupon good at our stores 0< websrtt 0< by phone cannot be used w•th other doscount 1 0< carts, wolder1. floor )Od<s, 

: Ew~C.ri~/1[~-s ~~~~~~~ : =~~~'""'h-·"' r:::-.·-:-:-:··.-Niii>-tJiWferiibiO'OrKiiiial 

: IIIIIII I II IIIIIII!WUUU~Illl l llllll lllllll l : IIIIIIIIIIIII II IUIDU~~IJ IJI~I IIIIIII IIIIIIII 
MOVER'S DOLLY 24" CLAMP AND 

CUT EDGE GUIDE 

LOT NO. 
61i12& 

$699 
REG . PRICE $12.99 

Ill I ~t lUJP am I 
==·:r:...~.·~·:::.,~:=::::...-:.-:..-...:::v.:..-;.~~. : =~~--:::a-;:.::/::;:.~ii-;.,oa:-~~aa:r: 

~-~-~looioi.~~~ - ~-~ ~ ~~!:'.!:''- ~"!~!"-~-"!.~ .. 
drillmaster 

29 PIECE TITANIUM 
NITRIDE COATED 

DRILL BIT SET 
LOT NO. 5889 

. 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 
PITTSBURGH 

LOT NO. 47257 

~"':'~.:~ 
~~--,~·~i~,~~-~~~~~-m_m_·~"!~!"-~-"!.~ .. 

drUimaster 1 

LOT NO. &78471&9091 

$14999 p~fge 
$219.99 

2 HP FIXED 
BASE ROUTER 

LOTNO. 
&8341 



LOT NO. 461117/ 
61175169221/ 

&9222 

199 REG. : 
PRICE 
$5.49 

NITRILE GLOVES 
PACK OF 1 

EDIUM 
LOT HO. 61496 

LARGE 
LOT NO. 1 

61497/117512 

X·LARGE I 
LOT NO. 614911 I 

37052/117513 I 
I 
I 

12" COMBI ATIO SQUARE SET 
PITI'SBURGH 

LOT NO. 
92471 

I 
I 
I 
I 

ZZILI. 
CAPJCITY 

LOT HO. 95088169257 : 

: $2799 
.,..., ., , REG. PRICE $149.99 : 7 ...,_. REG. PRICE $44.99 

....:. ':~--::.:= .::.:-:. =·-';. -:.-::.:-.::: I ..,_. ': ~--.::=.::.:-:. c:::.• .... -=--:..-::.:-..: = ' ,_..!. ':: ~--:: :::.::.:-:. =· _. -:..-:..-: :.:.-.::: ----·---,=-----..... ~ ----·---,~-----..... ~ ----·---,=-----.. .., .. ~~?---- ------- - ---- -- - - ----- - --- · 
lflm42429 -

4 PIECE 
WOOD 

CHISEL SET 

Order at Harborfreight.com or 800·423-2567 
We FedEx ..... Orders in 24 Hours for S699 

LOT NO. 
97111/ 93911 

I 

5 99 1 
I 

REG. PRICE $99.99 

45WAnSOLAR 
PANEL KIT 
Tsvlar 

90AMP FLUX 
WIRE WELDER 

&.5HPOHV 
HORIZONTAL SHAFT 

GAS ENGINES (212 CC) 
?AEDATDA 

ENGI N ES 

LOT NO. 681201697311160363 
LOT NO. 68121169727, 

CALIFORNIA ONLY 

1 

LOT NO. 
685231 
10415 

99 
REG. PRICE $34.99 

Las Vegas, IV East BriiiSWick, IJ Celtlrea, 1Y Federal Wly, WA 
Clifton, IJ Ulloa, IJ lhllltlllgtlll Stltill, IY Seattle, WA 



Ask WOOD 
Answers to your questions from 

letters, e-mails, and WOOD Online• 

Have a Woodworking Question? 
E-mail it to us at askwood@woodmagazine.com. For faster feedback from 
your fellow woodworkers, search for or post your question in the Ask WOOD 
Online section of •oodmagazine.com/askwood, or on one of our topical 
woodworking forums at oodmagazine.comlforums. You can also snail-mail 
questions to Ask WOOD, 1716locust St,LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309·3023. 

Stop the bleeding for crisp, colorful creations 
For Christmas gifts, I decided to make two Chinese checker 
boards (from issue 186, Oct. 2008). But when I spray-painted 
the triangles on the plywood game board, the paint leached 
along the wood fibers [Photo A], messing up the crisp edges I 
was ttivi,ng for. Where did I go wrong? 

-Julie Penders, Forr Collins, Colo. 

I'd like to make a Chinese checker board, but instead of 
painting the triangles I want to stain them with wood tones. 
How ca I do this without the stain bleeding outside the 
triangles? 

-Gary Wilson, McComb, Miss. 

The answers to both dilemmas are similar. julie, to stop 
paint from leaching outside the boundaries-defined only 
b masking tape-seal the bare plywood surface with three 
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coats of either lacquer [Photo B) or dewaxed shellac, also 
known as sanding sealer, before spraying any paint. After 
this has dried, mask off the triangles and spray with paint 
[Photo c); because the paint can't penetrate the sealed wood, 
it can't spread. After the paint has dried, top the game board 
with a clear-coat finish. Most of these will adhere nicely to 
the sealer and paint; but beware that lacquer will peel 
non-lacquer-based paint, so test first on scrap or simply 
topcoat with polyurethane to be safe. 

Now, for Gary's staining idea: You can't seal the plywood 
first, because that would prevent stain from penetrating and 
binding with the wood. So instead, begin by scoring the 
triangle boundaries with a sharp marking knife or utility 
knife [Photo D], just deep enough to sever the surface veneer 
fibers. Then apply small amounts of stain with a fine artist's 
brush [Photo E], gradually working your way toward the 
scored edges and letting the stain wick its way ahead of the 
brush. Penetrating, oil-based stain-not gel stain-works best 
here, because you won't be able to wipe off any excess 
without messing up the board. Once you've stained all six 
triangles and allowed the game board to dry, top-coat with 
three or four layers of polyurethane, lacquer, or shellac. 

continued on page 68 
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The facts are hard to ignore. 
Titebond®III outperforms polyurethane glues. 

G\uecon'pari on 
~\ 



Lumber • Veneer • Turning Stock 

~ Expert advice 
~ 100 woods In stock 
~ Hand selected orders 

L:~~~ ~ 100% satisfaction 

Ask WOOD 
Smoothing out the 
hole story 
For ear I've u ed a Bo ch 5" 
random-orbit ander, and recently 
added a 6' Bo ch to my hop. But 
while b ing hook-and-loop 
andi{l qiscs for the new tool, I 

noticed 1 has a ix-hole pattern, 
compared to the eight-hole pattern 
on the smaller ander. Doe n't it 
stand to reason that a larger 
sander-which removes more 
material-would need more hole to 
uck up the du t? 

-Jeff Crowley, Davis, Calif. 

ood catch, jeff. According to Jim 
t~en , Bo ch's longtime product 

manager for woodworking power 
t s, Bo ch sanders decades ago 
used pres ure- en itive-adhe ive 
(P A) discs with five holes for 5" 
models and ix hole for 6". In 1989, 
Bo ch-and, later, other manufac
turers-began using hook-and-loop 
pad and abrasive with an eight
hole pattern for 5" sanders to make 
disc changes easier and improve 
du t-collection efficiency. 

But Bosch's 6" anders never 
changed from the six-hole pattern, 
e en when switching to hook-and
loop pads, because, Jim says, the 
larger motor and blower collect dust 
well enough to not warrant an 
upgrade. 

5" 
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WOODWORKING 
SCHOOL 

Become 
a better 

woodworker • tn o e 
weekend. 

"Weekend With WOOD" is three days of intensive, up-close sessions 
taught by master woodworkers Marc Adams, Gary Rogowski, 
Jim Heavey, George Vondriska, Tom Mclaughlin, and more. 

You choose the topics of most interest to you. 
tlsmall classes taught by world-class woodworkers 

tiHeld at WOOD world headquarters in Des Moines, Iowa 
tiFree "swag bag" of woodworking goodies worth more than $200 

tiDozens of door prizes 

Weekend Wit 
May 17-19, 2013 

Tuition: $525 
Attendance limited to the first 200 registrants! 

Learn more at woodmagazine.com/weekendwithwood or call 888·636·4478. 

SPONSORED BY: 
~ 

~ ROCKLER ...... ................ , IRWIN 
~- TOOLC:. 



Super Dust Deautvr 

No more clogged filters! 

Introductory Price 

oJII $169.11 
Cyclone Only 

Reg. $199.00 

• New innovative cyclone design separates 99%+ of wood 
waste before the filter. Helps maintain consistent airflow. 

• Retrofits to single stage 1/2hp to 3hp dust collectors. 

• Compact size: Approx. 27" H x 18" Dia. 
Inlet · 5" I Outlet· 6"· Static Conductive 
Plastic Mode in USA 

Dust DeputiDelne 
~""" $89. 
Turn your wet I dry 
vacuum into a super 
cyclonic collector! 

Retrofits to any vac! 

See the entire family 
of Dust Deputy's on 

our website. 

Like Dust Collection Systems ond Components Since 1 993. 

Ask WOOD 

A pesky pin problem 
There's a pin on the edge of my bandsaw table that keeps 
snagging my shirt. And it gets in the way during blade 
changes. Can I just remove it altogether? 

-Paul Barger, Portsmouth, N.H. 

Sorry, Paul, but that support pin blocks the blade-access slot 
for a very good reason. Cast iron is softer than most people 
real ize, and the long blade-access slot actually weakens the 
table. Th support pin keep the two sides of the table rigid 
a d on the same plane. Left unsupported, the table can rack 
unevenly as heavy pieces move across it. 

To keep from snagging your shirt on the protruding pin 
handle, try wrapping the pin in a shop towel and then 
covering that with duct tape extending to the corners of 
the table edges. • 

Often tapered for a friction fit, many support pins offer quick removal to 
allow use of the blade-access slot. Threaded pins with recessed heads take 
longer to remove, but won't snag your clothes. 
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GRASS SEED WILL NEVER GROW A LAWN LIKE THIS! 
Save Water! Save Time! Save Work! Save Money! 

Grass Seed Is 
For The Birds! 
Stop wasting money, time 
and work sowing new grass 
seed each spring. only 
to see birds eat the seed -
01' rain wash it away
befOI'e it can root. Plant a 
genuine Amazoy"Zoysia 
lawn from our living Plugs 
only once_. and never plant a new lawn again! 

Zoysia Grows Where 
Other Grass Doesn't! 
Zoysia is the perfect choice fOI' hard-to-cover spots, 
areas that are play·wom 01' have partial shade, and 

Eliminates Endless 
Weeds And Weeding! 
No more pulling out weeds by hand 01' weeds 
sprouting up all over your lawn. Zoysia Plugs spread 
into a dense, plush. deep-rooted, established lawn 
that drives out unwanted growth and stops crab
grass and sun1mer weeds from germinating. 

Environmentally Friendly, 
No Chemicals Needed! 
No weeding means no chemicals. You'll never 
have to spray poisonous pesticides and weed 
killers again! Zoysia lawns are safer for the 
environment, as well as for family and pets! 

Stays Green In Summer 
Through Heat & Drought! 
When Ol'dinary lawns brown up in summer heat and 
drought, your Zoysia lawn stays green and beautiful. 
The hotter it gets, the better it grows. Zoysia thrives 
in blistering heat (120'), yet it won't winter-kill to 30' 
below zero. It only goes off its green colO!' after killing 
frosts, but colO!' returns with consistent spring 
warmth. Zoysia is the perfect choice fOI' water 
restrictions and drought areas! 

Our Customers Love 
Their Zoysia Lawns! 
One of our typical customers, Mrs. MR. Mitter of 
PA, wrote how "I've never watered it, only when 

fOI' stopping erosion on slopes. North, South, East, 
West- Zoysia will grow in any soi~ no ifs, ands 01' buts! 

Cuts Watering & Mowing 
By As Much As 2/3! 
Many established 
Zoysia lawns only 
need to be 
mowed once or 

I put the Plugs in._ last sun1mer we had it mowed 
2 times_ When everybody's lawns here are brown 
from drought, ours just stays as green as ever!" 

Each Zoysoa Plug You Plant In Your S01l Is 

GUARANTEED TO GROW 
Within 45 Days Or We'll Replace It FREE! 

To .,.... best results, wo ship you living shms <i gonuino 
AINJ.~· Zoysil Gms, Niwstec:l dittct from w firms. Plugs Ott 
not cut oil the woy through. Before plontlll&. ~mply finosh the 
sepontion by cuttir1 r -sq. Plugs with shem or knife. Then follow 
the included eosy instructoons to plont Plugs onto smoll plug holes 
obout • foot opott. o.r guorantee ond ~ method ore yw 
OSSUIOl1Ce <i l•wn success bocked by more thon 5 deades <i 
speciohzed !own experoence. 

Order Now And Save! 
The more Amazoy•Zoysia Plugs you Ol'der, the more 
you SAVE! And remember, once your Zoysia lawn is 
established, you11 have an endless supply of new Plugs 
fOI' planting wherever you need them. Order now! 

FREE!P~NG 
C2013Zoysio Form Nuneries, 3617 Old Taneytown ld. Taneytown, 110 21111 www.ZoyslaFanns.com/mag 

Order Now and Save Over 50% -Harvested Daily From Our Farms And Shipped To You Direct! - -· · · t=, , .. ~ .. ,ping On:.Larger.·QQantltles! 
' ~'I ~~ - ~ • ' 

-. Get: U :.To 900 Pli.ig,~ ~-

Quantity #PLUGS +FREE ..... Yow PRICE +Shipping YOU SAVI ~EJ.., 
Maa to: ZOYSIA PARM NURSI!RII!S 1 Dept. sm l 

3617 Old Taneytown Road, Taneytown, MD 21787 · · 

150 - s 14.95 s 5.00 -
500 100 $45.60 s 7.00 $27.20 frH 

Slop-on .... 

750 150 ~ $45.20 frH 
$74.50 FREE Slip-to .... 

1100 +400 $99.10 
~ $100.40 frH Amazoy 

FlEE '-Auger 

Wrne prke of order here l'ayment metl1od 
Md. residents add"' tax $ ___ ......__ (m.dt one) 

Do.dc MO 
Shipping S---- o Mmt.CII'd 

ElaOS£D TOTAL 0 YI!G 
<ard # ____________ ,&,. Oatt ___ _ .. ________________ __ 

1500 900 $147.50 ~ $171.70 r!!.i: FlEE 
D Extra Step-on Plugger Sl. 95 + 53 Shipping DExtra Amazoy Power Auger'" far 318' Uri $24.95 +55 Shipping 

~m _______________________ __ 

~------------~·--------z, _________ ~--------
we shop 11 onloB the same lily plugs n pacl<8d 11 eartoest oorrect pinna umeln yoll' na. 

Order Nowl www.ZoyslaFanns.com/mag llolshippedlllll!idttlloUSAarnow• .. o• 

I 
I 

• 
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Shop-Proven Products About our product tests 
We test hundreds of tools and accessories, but only those that earn 
at least three stars for performance make the final cut and appear 
in this section of our magazine. The products shown here, and 
those that don't make the cut. are also reviewed at tool reviews 

These woodworking wares passed our shop trials. 

Mini cyclone makes a clean sweep 
as a small-shop dust collector 

oodmag zine.com. Prices shown are current at the time of article 
production and do not include shipping, where applicable. 

When we tested the dust collectors on see more manufacturers adopt this kind 
page 58, we also ran Delta's new mini 
cyclone through the same paces to see 
how it measures up. Based on our 
testing, this portable unit would be a 
great choice if centrally located in the 
duct network of a small basement or 
garage shop, or connected to just a few 
machines with flex-hose (10' or 
shorter). It's compact (68" tall), reason
ably quiet (80 decibels), and generates 
respectable airflow (overcoming nearly 
4" of static-pressure loss at 800 CFM). 
And its cyclone separator and 
1-micron-rated canister filter trapped 
more fine dust particles than several 
collectors that cost more money. 

But our favorite feature is the chip
collection drum. To empty it, you 
simply lift a lever to lower the drum 
away from its lid, slide it out on its 
casters, and then lift the disposable 
collection bag and toss it. We'd like to 

of convenience. 
The 50-905 runs on a l 1h-hp, 220-volt 

soft-start motor. A remote control makes 
it easy to turn on and off, and a four
setting timer lets you run it after you've 
left the shop, further cleaning the air 
(with a few blast gates open). There's also 
a handy floor sweep that attaches to the 
inlet for quick cleanups. 

- Tested by Doug Ley and Tom Brumback 

Portable cydone dust collector (SD-905) 
Performance 
Price 

Delta Machinery 
800-223-7278; 
deltamachinery.com 

***** S1 ,350 

~ a 
- - -- -- -- - --- - - --

WISE BUYS: Countersinking drill bit sets 
In one drilling motion, countersinking drill bit sets bore a pilot 
hole, a countersink for the screw head, and, if you plunge a little 

deeper, a counterbore to accommodate a wood plug. We 
recommend these three sets for different users and applications. 

Best for traditional wood screws 

oorr 

Lee Valley 
8-piece set, no. 07J15.80, $109 
800-871 -8158; leevalley.com 

= 

Tapered pilot holes grip the entire length of 
traditional wood screws. But tapered bits must 
run at about 250 rpm to avoid burning, and 
they tend to clog. Lee Valley's bits cut fastest 
with less tear-out and clogging than other 
tapered sets we tested. This 8-piece set drills 
holes for #4-14 screws with 3/ s" and 1/2" 
counterbores. 

72 

Best for longevity 

Amana Tool 
5-piece carbide-tipped set, no. PS-500, $100 
800-445·0077; amanatool.com 

The only set we tested with durable carbide
tipped countersinks, they cut quickly, cleanly, 
and without chatter. The set comes with its 
own plug cutter to match the 10mm 
counterbore produced by each of the four bits 
sized for #8-14 production screws (though we 
wish they went down to #4). Amana also sells 
tapered versions of these bits for $25 apiece. 

Best on a budget 

lnsty-Bit 
5-piece set, no. 82501, $25 
612·381 -1060; insty-bit.com 

Nothing exotic here: just twist bits in steel 
cutters sized for #4-12 screws. In our tests, 
every piece in the set cut clean countersinks 
and 3/e" or 1/2" counterbores in quick fashion . 
As a nice touch, the manufacturer stamps the 
countersinks with the size of the matching bit. 
The W hex shanks make for quick in-and-out 
connection in any hex-chuck drill/driver. 
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The DR~ POWERWAGON is a 

Prop;,;z EASY 
HAULER 
Sized and Priced for Homeowners! 
HAULS UP TO 800 LIS. - firewood ... mulch ... 
gravel...stone. Powers up hills and down ... 
even through soft, wet soil! 

ELECTRIC-START and powered dump options available. ~ 
EASY TO USE I Rear caster and differential drive for o 
easy tuming ... 4 speeds, reverse, dump-bed, hand brake 8 
all included. ~ 

TOll .... 

888-213-2037 
DRpowerwagon.com 

The original, patented 
DR® TRIMM ERJMOWER 
TRIM with in a whisker of houses, 
trees, fences. Big wheels make it easy 
for anyone to control precisely! 

MOW WITHOUT FEAR of hitting 
rocks or hidden obstacles, because 
there's no blade to bend or dull. 

GUARANTEED NOT TO 
TANGLE even in waist-high 
grass and weeds - thanks to 
its patented No-Wrap Trim
mer Head. 

t:all tor a FREE DVD and catalog/ 

TOll .... 

888-213-2037 
DRtrlmmer.com 

FAR FASTER & EASIER to use than hard-to· 
handle, walk-behind tillers. 

TILLS A 3-FOOT SWATH with each pass 
-twice the width of most walk-behind tillers! 

BIG ENGINE POWER is ideal for large 
gardens, landscape projects, and food plots. 

CREATE PERFECT SEEDBEDS with the smooth 
and deep-tilling action of 24 steel bolo tines. 

TOll .... 

888-213-2037 

NEW 

DRrototlller.com 

WORLD'S 
~ TEST 
SPLinER! 
OIIE LOG, OIIE SECOND. 

The new D RapldRre- Log Splitter slices through 
logs in under two seconds-up to six times faster 
than ordinary log splitters. We've replaced hydraulics 
with two hefty cast iron flywheels that generate 
massive splitting force. Split 
dense hardwoods up to 30" in 
diameter. 

TOll .... 

888-213-2037 
DRiogsplltters.com 

Turn A Rough 
Drive ay Into 
A Sm oth Ride. 
Dr POWER GRADER 
PATENTED DESI N easily fills in 
potholes, smoothes washboard. 
POWERED ACTUATOR controls 
grading depth with a remote control. 

LOOSENS AND RED STRIBUTES composite 
driveway surfaces without the need to haul, 
shovel, or rake new material. 

CARBIDE-TIPPED 
SCARIFYI G teeth loosen the 
hardest surfaces. 

TOU_,_ 
888-213-2037 

DRpowergrader.com 

SELF-FEEDING 
DR® CHIPPER! 

Just load a DR~ RAPID-FEED- CHIPPER, 
step back, and watch it chip branches up 
to SYa" thick! 

SELF-FEEDING saves time and energy. Most ~ 
branches can be dropped into the hopper and will 0 
self-feed, instead of you having to force-feed them. >< 

POWERFUL ENGINES up to 18 HP. ~ 
TRACTOR OWNERS! 
3-Point Hitch, tractor-mounted 
models also available. 

TOll .... 

888-213-2037 
DRchlpper.com 



Shop Proven 
PrOduds 

c.utting with. this lightweight 
c1rcular saw IS a breeze 

s a trim carpenter and remodeler, I 
appreciate what DeWalt's engineer did 
with this aw: They made it light (8 1/z 
lbs) and ea y to u e. That's a pound les 
than DeWalt's next-lighte t N ." eire 
aw and nearly 4 lbs less than it 

heavy-duty model. And they did it 
without turning the tool into a toy. The 
aluminum ba e has been plenty durable 
for my needs, and the 15-amp motor 
packs enough punch to plow through 
treated pine, OSB laminated joists, and 
even 8/4 oak. 

I'm not normally a bells-and-whistles 
guy, but what I like best about this saw 
i its integrated dust blower. The motor 
fan di charge air in front of the blade, 
blowing dust and chips off the cutline 
o I can clearly ee and follow pencil 

mark and chalklines. ice! 
-Tested by Dave Fish 

74 

N " drcular saw (DWES7S) 
Performance 

Price 

DeWalt 
800-433-9258; dewalt.com 

**** S129 
~~ 
~ 
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The Cyclone Rake hitches to any riding mower or ZTR. Its powerful 
engine-driven vacuum-mulcher delivers 10 times the lifting power of mowers 
and many times the hauling capacity. Clear acres of grass, overgrown fields, tons 
of fall leaves, sticks and lawn debris with ease. And when you're done it folds up 
flat, ust 8 inches thick and hangs right on the wall. 

Backed by a 
12-month risk-free 
return and a 
3-year warranty. 

REQUEST A FREE, CATALOG AND DVD 

1-800-592-7557 
or visit CycloneRake.com 

Like us on 
Facebook 

Follow us on 
Twitter 

Mention the Discount Code WM413 when you call, or enter it on our web site for a special discount on any Cyclone Rake model. (Expires 12/27/20131 

©2013 Woodland Power CT 06516 

. - -

eheat.com 
Free Shipping On all Orders! 

TM • nv1 
wall-mounted room heater 

consumes less. warms more. 
energy saving heats a room for only4 cents per houri 

ultra-safe leave unattended 24/7, cool to touch 

healthy fanless - will not circulate dust or dry the air 

effective 100% Pure Stack Convection, 
gentle whole room warmth! 

silent fanless design, auto dimming pow~r light 

easy install 

stylish 

Installs In minutes, no drill required 
hardwired and plug-in models available 

slim space saving design 
only 19" wide by 2" thin! 

economical. safe. simple. 

Limited Time 10% Discount! Coupon Code: WOOD 7 3A 7 0 



For building cabinets and fine 
furniture, nothing beats Forrest 
saw blades. 

Craftsmen appreciate the way our 
blades deliver smooth, quiet cuts 
without splintering, scratching, or 
tearouts. They know our unique 
grade C-4 micrograin carbide, 
proprietary manufacturing process, 
and hand straightening produce 
exceptional results. In fact, indepen
dent tests rate us #1 for rip cuts 
and crosscuts. 

"From the first cut on, I realized that 
this blade was a bargain at any price! 
Nothing else I have cuts comparably. • 
Calvin Brodie, Spanaway, WA 

Forrest Quality Shows 
Woodworker 11 -Best rated, all
purpose blade for rips and crosscuts. 
Chop Master- Perfect for tight, 
perfectly cut miter joints without 
splinters. 

Woodworller II 
Rne Woodworl<ing 

Chop Master 
Woodshop News 

• 

Order from any Forrest dealer or ~ 
retailer, online, or by calling directly. ~ 
Our blades are manufactured in the 8 
U.S.A. and backed by our 3D-day, 
money-back guarantee. 

The First Choice of Serious 
'Noodwofkers Since 1946 
www.ForrestBiades.com 
1-800-733-7111 
(In NJ, call973-473-5236) 

Duraline Hi-AT 
Woodshop News 

• 
Dado King 

Wood Magazine 

... 
~ 
0 

Shop Proven 
PrOduds 

Flatten hand tools and sharpening stones fast 
As a big fan of hand tools-some co-workers accuse me of 
never plugging in a tool-1 really appreciate how DMT's 
Dia-Flat lapping plate saves me time when flattening and 
sharpening chisels, planes, and plane irons. This 4x10" 
diamond-coated steel bar lets me flatten a new plane's sole 
or dished-out waterstones, ceramic stones, and even 
hard-as-a-rock (pun intended) oilstones in less time than it 
takes with other lapping media. And without flat stones, 
you'll never put a perfect edge onto your tools. 

The 120-grit diamond abrasive cuts quickly without 
clogging, and doesn't leave deep scratches. After using it, I 
simply rinse it off, pat it with a towel, and allow it to 
air-dry to prevent rust. Best of all, after months of use 
it still cuts as fast and effectively as it did when new. 

-Tested by John Olson, Design Editor 

Dia-Fiat diamond lapping plate 
Performance ***** Price S200 

DMT 
800-450-2172; dmtsharp.com 

Lapping plate__/ 
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It's a first. It's silver. 
It's patriotic. And it's a steal. 

Washington crossing the Delaware. 
Eisenhower launching D-Day. 
Kennedy rescuing the crew of PT 
109. These men made history. 

This set made history 
To celebrate the bicentennial of 
America, the U.S. Mint struck this 
special three-piece proof set 
honoring these three American 
presidents-and our 200th birthday. 
To capture the bicentennial spirit, 
the coins in the set are dual-dated 
1776-1976. 

This set was so popular over 
4 million were sold. 

Unlike the regular circulating coins 
of the day, these coins are struck in 
40% precious silver. 

It's the first commemorative U.S. 
Mint Proof Set ever. It's also the first 
proof set to feature all dual-dated 
coins. And finally, it's the first U.S. 
Proof Set to include a Silver Dollar. 

Americans love proof coins from 
the U.S. Mint. Each coin is struck 
twice from specially prepared dies 
and has deeply-mirrored surfaces 
and superb frosty images. 

And you know you've got a real 
piece of American history when you 
hold this set-the red white and 
blue holder is spectacular! 

Now for the steal part... 
This first-ever Bicentennial Silver 
Proof Set sold out at the mint three 
decades ago. When you consider 
how much prices have risen since 
then, you might expect to pay $100 
or more to buy this set today. 

But for this special offer, we are 
releasing our entire stock of 
Bicentennial Silver Proof Sets for 
only $49 each. Or better yet, buy 
five and pay only $39 each! 

Order now risk free 
We expect our small quantity of 
Bicentennial Silver Proof Sets to 
disappear quickly at this special price. 
We urge you to call now to get yours. 
You must be satisfied with your set 
or return it within 30 days of receipt 
for a prompt refund (less s&h). 

Buy more and SAVE 
1776-1976 Bicentennial Silver Proof 
Set $49 +s/h 

5 for only $39 each + s/h SAVE $50 

Toll-Free 24 hours a day 

1-800-558-6468 
Offer Code BPF271-G5 

Please mention this code when you call. 

GovMINT.COM 
141 01 Southcross Drive W. 

Dept. BPF271-Q5 
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 
www.GovMint.com 

Prices _, walllblllty subject to chMge without IICICb. Put perforlnlriQ Is not • pNCIIctor al fUIUN perfonNnce. 
NOTE:GovMintcom •s a pnvate distributor of worldwide !JOI!ernment coin and currency issues and privately issued licensed 
collectibles and is not affi tated with the United States gcwemment. Facts and figures deemed accurate as of July 2012. 
C2013 GovMint.com. 
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Bandsaw delivers accurate 
cutting at a just-right price 
If you're looking for your first 
bandsaw, Grizzly's GOSSSLX provides 
a good place to start. Selling for less 
than half of what most deluxe 14" 
saws go for, this machine offers solid 
performance with a few frills you'd 
not expect at this price. 

Powered by a 1-hp motor, the 
GOSSSLX resawed (ripped on edge) 
61h"-wide hickory and red oak in my 
tests without any blade drift or 
deflection. When I fed the wood 
aggressively, though, it consistently 
tripped the 20-amp breaker in my 
shop. So, although it handles a 
sensible feed rate, don't expect it to be 
a resaw workhorse. 

The GOSSSLX cuts curves cleanly 
and accurately, thanks to single
bearing blade guides and thrust 
bearings. Also worth noting: 
It has a rack-and-pinion blade 
guidepost for easy adjustment, 
a quick-release blade tensioner for 
fast blade changes, and comes with 
a rip fence .• 

-Tested by Bob Saunders 

14" bandsaw (GOSSSLX) 
Performance 
Price 

Griuly Industrial 
800-523-4777; griuly.com .. 

**** 
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Chicago Doctor Invents Affordable Hearing Aid 
Outperforms Many Higher Priced Hearing Aids 

Reported by]. Page 

CHICAGO: A local board-certified Ear, Nose, Throat (E T) 
physician, Dr. S. Cherukuri, has just shaken up the hearing aid 
industry with the invention of a medical-grade, affordable hearing 
aid. This revolutionary hearing aid is designed to help 
millions of people with hearing loss who cannot afford- or 
do not wish to pay-the much higher cost of traditional 
hearing aids. 

"Perhaps the best quality-to-price ratio in the 
hearing aid industry" - Dr. Babu, M.D. Board 

Certified ENT Physician 

Dr. Cherukuri knew that untreated hearing Joss could lead to 
depression, social isolation, anxiety, and symptoms consistent with 
Alzheimer's dementia. He could not understand why the cost 
for hearing aids was so high when the prices on so many 
consumer electronics like TVs, DVD players, cell phones and 
digital cameras had fallen. 

Since Medicare and most private insurance do not cover the costs 
of hearing aids, which traditionally run between $2000-$6000 
for a pair, many of the doctor's patients could not afford the 
expense. Dr. Cherukuri's goal was to find a reasonable solution 
that would help with the most common types of hearing loss at 
an affordable price, not unlike the "one-size-fits-most" reading 
glasses available at drug stores. 

• Designed By A Board Certified Ear, Nose and Throat 
(ENT) Doctor 

• Doctor-Recommended, Audiologist-Tested 

• ***** Top rated hearing aid online-thousands 
of satisfied customers 

• FDA-Registered 

• Save Up To 90% 

• Free Shipping Available 

• Batteries Included! Comes Ready 
To Use 

• 100% Money Back Guarantee 

He evaluated numerous hearing devices and sound amplifiers, 
including those seen on television. Without fail, almost all of 
these were found to amplify bass/low frequencies (below 1000 
Hz) and not useful in amplifying the frequencies related to the 
human voice. 

Inspiration from a surprising source 
The doctor's inspiration to defeat the powers-that-be that kept 
inexpensive hearing aids out of the hands of the public actually 
came from a new cell phone he had just purchased. "I felt that if 
someone could devise an affordable device like an iPhone~ 
for about $200 that could do all sorts of things, I could create 
a hearing aid at a similar price." 

Affordable Hearing Aid 
With Superb Performance 

The high cost of hearing aids is a result of layers of middlemen 
and expensive unneccesary features. Dr. Cherukuri concluded 
that it would be possible to develop a medical grade hearing aid 
without sacrificing the quality of components. The result is the 
MDHearingAid PRO~. starting well under $200. 1t has been 
declared to be the best low-cost hearing aid that amplifies 
the range of sounds associated with the human voice 
without overly amplifying background noise. 

Tested By Leading Doctors and Audiologists 
The MDHearingAid PRO<ID has been rigorously tested by leading 
ENT physicians and audiologists who have unanimously agreed 
that the sound quality and output in many cases exceeds 
more expensive hearing aids. 

DOCTORS AND PATIENTS AGREE: 
"BEST QUALITY SOUND" 

"LOWEST AFFORDABLE PRICE" 

"/have been wearing hearing aids for over 25 years and these are 
the best behind-the-ear aids I have tried. Their sound quality 
rivals that of my $3,000 custom pair of Phonak Xtra digital 
ITE" -Gerald Levy 

"I have a $2,000 Resound Live hearing aid in my left ear and the 
MDHearingAid PRO in the right ear. I am not able to notice a 
significant difference in sound quality between the two 
hearing aids." -Dr. May, ENT physician 

"We ordered two hearing aids for my mother on Sunday, and the 
following Wednesday they were in our mailbox! Unbelievable! Now 
for the best part-they work so great, my mother says she hasn't 
heard so good for many years, even with her $2,000 digital! It was 
so great to see the joy on her face. She is 90 years young again." 
-AI Peterson 

For the Lowest Price Call Today 
1-800-873-0680 

Phone Lines Open 24 Hours EVERY DAY 

www.MDHearingAid.com/FL48 

Use Offer Code FL48 to get 
FREE Batteries for a Full Year! 

FREE Shipping Available 

MDHearingAidPROe ) ) 
THE DOCTOR ' S CHOICE FOR AFFORD A BLE H EARING AIDS 

4SDAY 
RISK FREE 
TRIAL 

Proudly assembled in the USA 



Save 33°/o on 

IIUT PROJECTS M- SIMPLE. 

Project Plans 
These projects require no expensive tools 

and only home·center materials! 

See them all at woodmagazi .co /b sic33 
Enter coupon code BASIC33 at checkout. 

Sale ends May 1, 2013. 



ORDER 
0 FREE 

1-800-653-1930 

4-WAY 0 EY 
MAKER! 

Now, tum a $5 board Into $75 
worth of hig)Hjollar molding in 
less than one minute! Over 600 •tlii•!!l::~:;.;• 
patterns plus curved molding, 
tongue & groove, picture frame 
stock, custom work. Quickly 
CONVERTS to molder, planer, 
sander, saN. 12', 18' & 25' 
rrodels, 600ay Free Trial, 5-'rear 
Warrcrrty. MOOe il USA! 
FREEDVDA 
BUS 
STARTER 

Award Winning Tools & Accessories 

iN FIN ITt 
Exclusive Carbide & HSS Knives 

DW134&135 
Lasts Longer 

./ Thicker 

Stronger 

~iii 

Moisture Meters 
Don't waste time and money on 
wet wood, use a moisture meter 

With 1 Liqnomat meter you 
buy Quality and Accuracy 
Professional Service and 

a 2-)'ear War@ntv! 



Request Your 
Free 

Catalog! 
Dept Code: WD413 

Can Your Old Dust Collector 

• Proudly Made In USA 

We Design & Fabricate Custom Filter 

Bags That REALLY WORK/ 

www. RADARCARVE. NET 
Wood Carving Duplicators 

PHASE CONVERTERS 
• Furniture 

• Gun tocks 

•l\1ilh\ork 

• Decoy 

• Mu leal 
In trument 

Thousands of Uses 505-948-0571 

Saw your own lumber. ~ 
12 sawmm models avatlable 

starttng at s3,950' 

Wood-Mizer 
1 800.553.0182 SawBoards.com 

With Our 
Comprehensive 

Inventor~ of Game 
~all & P.en Turning 

Supplies 

Proiects and Plans 

Kit to build includes 15* iron wheel that 
really works, axle and step-by-step plans. 

Finished project measures 
66*L X 24*W X 26"H. $47.90 P.PD. 

ByeGone Workshop 
888-279-3941 8-5 M-F EST 

www.byegone.com 

BOW ARM MORRIS CHAIR 
Thi a\\ard "'"'"ll chaor ha been featured on 

"'1agazme. and ha \\On \\oOO\\orKing conte t aero 
the count!). Our a -.:mbly dtrectiOn ha'e o'er 15 

tep by tep photojffilph to a. urea !Jreat project. 

FRl 
LO<. AJIHJCAN FUI.mTJU DESIGN 

PO. BOX 300100 ESCONDIDO, CA 92030 
10\\ ARM MORRIS CIIAIR SIU5 + S5M SIR 

PlooM7fe74Uf13 
\\'\\"W.americanfumituredsgn.com 



Both discs 
for only $14995 

• 
IS, 

Order online at oodmagazin .comjuHimatedeal or by phone at 888-636·4478 
Hurry, sale e s ay 1st, 2013! AD#woom 
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Matching dresser and nightstand 
Similar construction simplifies building 
both of these pieces that complement the 
traditional bed on page 34 of this issue. 

Get more from 
these premium
priced bits by using 
them to create 
beautiful boxes. 

Four router-lifting strategies 
From low-dough to super-deluxe, we compare different 
ways to accurately set bit heights in a router table. 

Construction-grade saaper 
This down-size digger moves, pivots, and 
hauls a load just like the real thing. 
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It's all about the details. In your finishing touches and our finishing tools. The Porter Cable BN200C 
2" Brad Nailer has been updated from its previous version to be more compact. lightweight and easy 
to use. All at a lower price. Touting an oil-free design. rear exhaust, tool-free depth of drive, tool-free 
jam release and more, it's the nght balance of features to add your fimshing touches. The same great 
features also available in the NS150C Finish Stapler. 

Nslsoc To leam more about Porter Cable Finish Nailers, visit portercable.com or stop by a retailer near you. 




